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KUPS: these are the sounds of silence
Campus radio station goes off the air indefinitely again, cause unknown
By Rebecca Page
News Editor
The infamous Puget Sound
radio station, 90.1 on your f.m.
dial, is broadcasting over television stations on local television sets once again. Adviser
Sue Tjardcs shut the station
down indefinitely on March 22.
Disk jockeys were able to do

their shows scheduled throughout Monday and Tuesday morning before the disturbance was
reported by a Tacoma resident.
According to station manager,
Matt Phinney, those connected
with the station are not sure
what the problem is exactly.
Last semester the station replaced the transmitter. Then,
the problem recurred and they

replaced the antenna. The old
antenna could not handle the
full 100 watts of signal and was
pumping it back, creating an
oscillation in the station's frequency.
However, the new antenna
did not solve the problem.
Phinney said the station tried
pumping a mere 30 watts and
the local resident complained

he still experienced interference.
Phinney speculated that the
problem is a result of proximity
to the antenna and transmitter.
"You're living right under an
antenna," Phinney said. "It tends
to have a shadow effect."
Phinney said many students are
unable to tune in radio broadcasts in the 89-91 f.m. range

due to this same shadow effect.
According to Phinney, the station has made arrangements to
rewire again.
Students who are registered
for the KUPS class have had
about one week and one day of
transmission time in this spring
semester.
"I hope we go back on,"
Phinney said Wednesday.

Local pubs crack
down on fake I. D.s
By Kristina Fatur

available to refer to. The book
has licenses from every state
and Canada. Distinguishing
Fake I.D.s are a part of life, marks such as colors, format
especially in a college commu- and state seals are all included,
nity. E9 and McGoo's are making it less difficult to spot
within walking distance, mak- fake I.D.s.
Most waiters are careful when
ing them appealing to those who
checking I.D.s,
don't plan on
looking at more
driving home.
Not far from
"I look at the way than just dates.
"I look at
campus are
T.G.I.Fridays, people act because if their eyes and
hair as well as
Red Robin,
they act all
the date," said
Katie Downs,
nervous you know
Carrell. "If I am
The Ram and
still not sure, I
Guadalamamas,
something is up."
hold their I.D.
just to name a
and make them
few.
—Rich Amos
write their
"People are
name
four
sneaky," claims
Robert Carrell, a waiter at times, then compare signaT.G.I.Fridays. "Two guys came tures."
"I look at the way people act,"
in and sat down. I carded one
while the other was in the bath- said Rich Amos, a waiter at
room. He came back, and the Guadalamamas, "because if
other one left and used the same they act all nervous you know
I.D. I noticed both were named something is up. I also look at
Frank, so I checked and they their picture, birthdate and the
were both using the same I.D." seal."
Since Puget Sound students
Luckily for waiters and others carding customers at the work at and frequent E9, it is
door, the NationalDistributor' s one bar where it is hard to use
Drivers License Handbook is fake I.D.s.
Staff Writer
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TRY THE REDHOOK STOUT—Engine House No. 9 is a popular hang-out for Puget Sound students
Increasingly, local taverns have been forced to carefully screen college-age patrons for false I.D.s.

According to the administration, fake I.D.s on campus are
not a big problem. "I am not
aware of any problems this
year," said Judith Kay, Acting
Dean of Students.
"There are two cases I remember where students were
charged with possession of fake

driver's licenses. I haven't seen
a great number, although campus lore seems to suggest a number of students who possess
them," said Associate Dean of
Students Tom Amorose.
According to Carrell, the
Washington State Liquor Control Board is cracking down on

fake I.D.s with sweeps and sting
operations.
'They send a minor into a bar
to buy a coke, and if they are
served, the bar is fined. It is
$500 to $2500 for the bar, $250
for the waiter serving, and up to
$500 for a minor if they are
caught."

Excellence rewarded

Men make more money

Watson Foundation selects Maxell
and Pierce for fellowships

Female athletics programs short-changed in
universities nationwide

JBv Rebecca Page

DBy Jon Wolfer
Contributing Editor

rtiito)

Over spring break, the ThoWatson Foundation no
tined two Puget Sound stud:111S of their selection as
Wat';oil 1 . 2:!ows for 1994 aud
it ,ce
tc•,1
were aTnoll!,
ruipwnts of this honor.
The fellowship involves is
gift (A$15,010 to cover traveling, living and research expenses. Fifty liberal arts colleges across the nation send
applicants each year and it
was Puget Sound's first invitation to send applicants to the
foundation (see The Trail, 9/
10/93,p, 4),
Perfect proposals. A '93
ITIaS

.

graduate with a double major
in biology and economics.
Maxell designed a proposal
to study the - Management of
Flora and Fauna in .A.ustralia
and New Ze:tkind,7 His tipplication Outline!; a glari I'or
rt-seiireh with federal and loL'al sou rc,:s in the countries
couplod
field work
firs hand observation

obit;
tti

dem ic, liunxtuced and elldangered species.
"The ultimate goal of my
research is very similar to
what the ultimate goal of the
Watson project 1 am proposing will be; furthering the
knowledge humans have
so that they are . :

see WATSON piiiije

The University of Puget Sound
has boasted two national championships this year. The two titles
were won by women's teams that
may have been at an inhe rent di sadvantage when compared to their
male counterparts despite a federal
law forbidding gender inequity in
federally funded schools.
Even though Puget Sound is a
private university, it receives federal funds in the form of student
loans and grants. The University
must therefore follow the guidelines of Title IX, which was enacted 21 years ago and bans gender
discrimination.
In spite of the legislation, some
inequity exists at Puget Sound and

othercolleges and universities. The
dearth is minimal compared to other
institutions, however.
According to the 1992 NCAA
Gender Equity Study, women's
intercollegiate athletics receivedless
than 33 percentofthe athletic scholarships, less than 24 percent of the
operating budgets, and less than 18
percent of the recruiting money.
At Puget Sound, the difference is
less striking, but inequity still exists; men's sports at Puget Sound
cuntraly receive 60 percent of all
athletic scholarships compared to
the women's 40 percent. The university is not required to release
budgetary information because it is
a private institution.
"We're not totally equitable;
we're moving towards it slowly,"
Puget Sound Assistant Athletic

.

Di recto r Beth B ricker said. 'This is
apervasiveissue--itpopsupevery
now and then. It's symbolic of
sports in society."
According to Bricker, the operating budgets for men's and
women's sports are "fairly even"
The shortfall in scholarships will
improve for the 1994-95 season, as
the ratio between men's and
women's scholarships will decrease
from 60/40to59/41.Brickerwould
like to see that trend continue in the
future.
The data can be somewhat misleading, however, because of several factors. Football, for example,
has no measurable women's countetpart Puget Sound provides 12
full-fide football scholarships, and

see MONEY page 3
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WATSON from page 1
better understood and thus better managed," Maxell wrote in
his application. He hopes to
apply his experience later in a
career with natural resource/
wildlife management.
Pierce planned a trip to Madagascar to study traditional
Madagascian music and continue composing. Pierce said he
sees the Watson as a "way to
broaden my background of experience in musics unlike those
with which I have grown up—
expand my tone palette."
Pierce said his idea for the
proposal reflects his personal
need for growth as a composer.
"All music is intrinsically human and the music we write
necessarily grows out of the
music we have heard."
Preparing to win. In Puget
Sound's first year of eligibility,
a committee of faculty and
staff assisted students with ap-

plications. Seniors from various majors designed personal
programs for a year of travel
and independent research in
their field(s). After reading applications, the committee made
cuts and interviewed students.
Eventually, four finalists were
selected and their proposals forwarded to the foundation.
Mike Veseth, professor of
economics, headed the selection process and set up mock
interviews for Puget Sound finalists. "The assistance that
Mike Veseth gave was great,"
said Maxell. "Both he and the
committee really helped us out
a lot."
Professor of English, Sarah
Sloane, is a former Watson fellow herself and was also involved in the process, helping
students refine their written
applications.
Hard work paid off. Actu-

ally, to hear the students tell it,
the real interviews were surprisingly casual. Both Maxell
and Pierce have participated in
other fellowship applications
and interviews and said the
Watson interviews were more
personal and relaxed.
"It was laid-back," Maxell
said. "It was kind of nice. I
interviewed to do this same kind
of thing a year ago and that time
it was really intense. This was
kind of like a conversation."
President Susan Pierce said
the honor of having two Puget
Sound students selected as
Watson fellows reflects the
growing prestige and the academic excellence of programs,
faculty and students at the University of Puget Sound.
Other Puget Sound students
are earning similarly prestigious
recognition from a variety of
foundations and universities.

HOTO POLL
"At what age is a person responsible
enough to handle alcohol and why?"

"I think 18 is a good
age because it is
usually when people
are on their own and
deciding to do their
own things."
—Bryan Davis

Defense Dept. turns environmentalist
❑By Ric Cantrell
Staff Green Writer

Using newly developed
acoustic thermometry to measure global warming, scientists
may kill over 750,000 whales,
dolphins, seals and other marine wildlife.
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, in San Diego, Calif.,
has concocted an
experiment to test
if the temperature
of the ocean is
warming. Researchers seek a
license to put
speakers in the
ocean and crank
up a deep rumbling noise so
loud it could be heard across the
ocean. The warmer the water
gets, the faster sound travels
and thus they plan to measure
if, and how fast, the ocean is
heating up.
The research noise would be
broadcast at 195 decibels. Just
120 decibels is enough to damage human hearing or frighten
some whales off their migratory patterns. If all goes accord-

ing to the Scripps' two- to 10year plan, the noise will be projected every four hours for 20
minutes.
Dr. Lindy Weilgart of Cornell
University, a specialist in whale
communication, voiced some
serious concerns with the proposal. She said whales seem to
use sound extensively to communicate, navigate and hunt.

"A deaf whale is a dead
whale," Weilgart said. "We are
doing [the experiment] without
a clue of what it would do." She
said the project could also disturb feeding and mating behaviors of dozens of species of
marine mammals as well as fish.
According to the plan, speakers would be placed in the
Monterey Bay National Marine
Sanctuary, 25 miles offshore

and one half-mile deep. Other
speakers would be put off the
Hawaiian Island of Kauai. Both
places are home to rare marine
animals; blue whales and humpbacks in California and the
monk seal in Kauai. The initial
licensing request asks for the
two stations but the plan calls
for a network of speakers and
receivers all over the Pacific.
The study
will cost $35
million, most
of which will
be funded by
the Defense
Department:
The Scripps
Institution
claims this test
is quicker and
cheaper than measuring atmospheric temperature, and minimizes the harmful effects. The
scientists estimate the noise
broadcast this year could result
in the killing or harassment of
245,000 seals and 26,000
whales from 10 different species. They said the possible
damage would be offset by the
value of accurate data on global
warming.

CRIMES ON CAMPUS
9 March through 23 March 1994

10 March, 4:42 a.m.

Two Security staff members interrupted four suspects who
were attempting to steal a student's vehicle that was parked near
North 18th and Warner Streets. Tacoma Police responded, but
the suspects had already left the area. The steering column and
ignition on the student's vehicle was damaged.

11 March, 3:00 p.m.

The Music Department reported the theft of seven pieces of
equipment totaling approximately $1600. The equipment was
discovered missing while preparing for auditions and it is
believed that it disappeared over a period of several months.
There were no signs of forced entry to the areas where the
equipment is normally stored.

14 March, 4:52 p.m.

A student reported the rear window of his vehicle was brokenout while it was parked near North 15th and Union Street.
Nothing was taken from inside the vehicle.

17 March, 10:28 p.m.

A visitor to campus reported he was assaulted by two large
white male suspects on the path between Warner Gym and the
Fieldhouse. According to the visitor, the suspects demanded
nothing, nor attempted to take anything. The suspects fled the
area after a brief struggle and the visitor reported only receiving
minor scrapes and bruises. The visitor declined to file a report
with Tacoma Police.

**Please contact Security Services at x3311 if you have any information about the incidents
described above. Information received is kept strictly confidential.

Submitted and edited by Todd A. Badham, director of Security Services

"It depends on the individual and the culture
you were raised in. A good age is 18 because
you're already assumed to be an adult. If
you're old enough to join the army and go to
exotic places, you're old enough to drink beer."
—Toby Maheras & Steve Eacker

"It depends on the
person. In Europe
some people can
handle it at 16 and
here some people at
25 are still incredibly
immature."
—Heidi Grube

"I'd have to say it
depends on each
person's level of
maturity. Whenever
they are responsible
enough to handle it."
—Carrie Moor

0

"I don't know if it is 18 or 21, but it seems to
me that if you're old enough to die for your
country, you are old enough to drink a
Schmidts."
—Kevin Murray & Jason Boone
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football scholarships combine with
men's basketball scholarships to
comprise 40 percent of the total
number of athletic scholarships the
University offers. Because of the
high number of football scholarships with no significant counterpart, percentages can be perceived
to reflectmore unfairly on women's
sports than the numbers truly indicate.
For directly comparable sports
which compete in the same season
and use essentially the same facilities, things are much more balanced. Three pairs of sports provide the same number of scholarships for both the men's and
women's programs, Bricker said.
ALso, Puget Sound offers nonneed-based scholarships in all
women's varsity sports but provides talent-based scholarships for
men only in football, basketball
and swimming.
Some proponents of Title IX
enforcement would like to see the
numberof athetic scholarshipspovided based upon the ratio of malefemale enrollment at the institutions.
"What it has evolved into meaning is that opportunity for sports
should equal enrollment," Bncker
said. At Puget Sound, "that would
flip-flop things."
"I don't think we should flip it,"
Brickercontinued,"I think it should
be 50-50."
Gender inequity exists in other
areas of athletics, also. Two officials work women's basketball
games while three officiate men's
games. As a result, the women's
basketball budget is smaller than
the men's basketball budgettocompensate officials.

Also, Puget Sound baseball receives more money than softball
because more pitchers are required
for baseball than for softball.
Press coverage has always been
lacking for women's athletics.
Frontline, a PBS news program,
will air a feature Tues., March 29,
about the struggles the 1989-90
Stanford University women's basketball faced on its way to the
NCAA title that year. Stanford

O

women play the same number of
games as the men, use the same
equipment and outdraw the men's
team by more than a thousand fans
each game, yet their program receives half the money the men
receive.
The program will debut on the
eve of the NCAA men's and
women's basketball championships and also raises importantqueslions about the obstacles facing

women's athletics in their fight for
equal opportunities, funding and
media coverage.
As forthe possibility forequity in
collegiate athletics, B rickersaid she
is optimistic but cautious.

"It is hard to change things that
are so engrained in society, but I
think we are headed in the right
direction," B ricker said. " I just do
not know when we will get
there."

Las Vegas

PEN FORUMS
& CAMPUS EVENTS
for the days of March 25-March 31

• ••

"The History of Paradise: the Evolution of Guam Historiography Since World War I," is the title of Tony Blas's
Honors thesis presentation. He will speak on Mon.,
March 28, at 4:00 p.m. in Mc 103.
John Harding presents "Modern Shin Buddhist Thought:
Return to Mount Hiei to Explore the Past & Future of the
True Pure Land Sect of Japanese Buddhism," his Honors
thesis, in the McCormick room at 4:00 p.m. on Wed.,
March 30.
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Casino Night 1994
Saturday, March 26
7:30 pm
University of Puget Sound
Student Union Building
$5.00

Lenora B. Fulani will speak about "Alternative Politics:
Addressing the Crisis in Democracy From a Third Party
Perspective," in Kilworth Chapel on Wed., March 30, at
8:00 p.m.

(must be at least 18 years of age)
All proceeds go to the Tacoma Public School's PUSH/EXCEL Program

The director of the National Clearinghouse on Marital &
Date Rape, Laura X, will speak on "Date/Marital Rape" on
Thurs., March 31, at 8:00 p.m. in the rotunda.
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SPanmmi by
UPS
Resident/I Han Almonataon

nno
It's Here!
The day you've been waiting for!

STREET OF DREAMS
1994
Take advantage of this day and tour the
campus-owned houses while the residents allow
them to be "open for viewing".
Mark your calendar now!

DNZ

Saturday, March 26th
3:00-6:00pm
Sponsored by the Neighborhood Association

PUSN/IICIL

The Psychology behind
the Citibank Classic Visa card: The
- emotional security of the Photocard, now with No Annual Fee.
The Citibank Classic Visa' instills in students feelings of safety, security, and general wellness
not unlike those experienced in the womb. Therefore, it is the mother of all credit cards.
I Some experts attribute these feelings to the Citibank Photocard, the first credit card
with your photo on it. A voice inside says, "This is me, really
me." (As opposed to, Who the heck is that?"—a common
response to the photo on one's Student ID.) It's an immediate form of ID, a boost to your self-image. ¶ Of course if
Subject suffering from
Credit Can' Theft Nervosa.

your card is ever lost or stolen and a stranger is prevented
from using it, you'll feel exceptionally good (showing no
signs of Credit Card Theft Nervosa). I Other experts point
to other services, such as The Lost Wallet- Service that can
replace your card usually within 24 hours. Or the 24-Hour

Subject after receiving Citibank
Classic Visa Photocard.

Customer Service line, your hotline if you will, for any

The Monarch'Notes Version:
The Citibank Classic card
gives students no annual fee,

card-related anxiety whatsoever. Further analysis reveals three services that protect the

peace of mind, protection

services you make on the Citibank Classic Visa card, at no additional cost. 1. Buyers

against Freud—or rather fraud
—and a low rate. Apply today.
Call 1-800-CITIBANK
(1-800-248-4226), ext. 19.

Security - can cover them against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90 days from the date
of purchase' (preventing, of course, Insecurity). 2. Citibank Lifetime Warranty - allows one
to extend the warranty for the expected service life of eligible prdducts up to 12 years.'
3. And Citibank Price Protection assures you of the best price. You need only see the same
item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up
to $150' (hence no Post Purchase Depression). I Special student savings are particularly
therapeutic. For example, you can receive a $20 Airfare Discount' on any domestic flight.
(Case studies indicate that a Fear of Flying is overcome when Spring Break in sunny Florida
is a possibility) Not to mention savings on mail order' purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low variable interest rate of 15.4% and No Annual Fee.

Suffice it to

say, you'll have a credit card you can depend on while building a credit card history. So, call
1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226), extension 19, to apply over the phone (students don't
need a job or cosigner) or to have your photo added

CITIBANK°

to your Citibank Classic Visa card. If we say that a

CLASSiC

4t.1.4 Utak!

sense of Identity is the first component of the Citibank

02$

4128 0012 34S1, 1890
Classic Visa card, a sense of Security the second, and

a sense of Autonomous Will from your newfound
financial independence the third, don't be crazy...Call.

4U.

Farm
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09/13 03/31/91
LINDA WALKER
92

VISA

Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

'Certain conditions and exclustons apply Please refer 10 your Summary ot Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is undera r men try liar Zurich International Uk lammed. 'Certain restrictions and limitations
apply Under...Alen by the Nev. Hampshire Insurance Company Service life expectancy varies by product and is at kasi the minimum based on retail industry data Details of coverage are asadable in your Summary
of Additional Program Information 'Offer expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price 6 5100. Rebates are for Citibank student cardinernhers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only 'The Annual Percentage Rate
kw purchases is 154'4 as of 1/94 and may vary quarterly The Annual Percentage Rate for cash advances is 1913%. If a finance charge is unposed. the minimum is 50 cents. There is an additional finance charge for each
cash advance transaction equal to 11- of the amount of each cash advance transaction; hatarvef. it will not be lest than $2.00 or greater than 510.00. Monarch'. Notes are published by Monarch Press. a division of
'imam & Schuster. a Paramount Communications Company Used by permission of the publisher. Citibank credit cards are issued by Citibank (South Dakota), N.A. 01994 Citibank (South C ,akotat N.A.Member HNC
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Yesterday and today: The Beatles live on
OBy Courtney Ferguson
Assistant A&E Editor
John, Paul, George and Ringo!
I dare anyone to name four more influential people in the musical scene in the 60s,
70s, 80s, 90s or into the upcoming century.
Who else has touched so many modern and
past musical groups since they were first
banded together in 1962? Who else can
credit themselves with influencing such
groups as Bettie Servert, Siouxsic and the
Banshees, Motley Crue and Elton John?
Millions of people around the world can
still feel the strong pull of The Beatles
influence today. Why is it that so many
people still long to discover the phenomenon of the band's glory days and deep dark
secrets that hide in the shadows and eddies
of their career? Volumes of books, articles,
talk shows and even movies have been
cropping up in honor of the Fab Four, attempting to pinpoint their magic and magnetism.
I won't try to dick around with you and
say that I can pinpoint their magic, because
I know very well that it is impossible to
manipulate or formulate an accurate portrait of their allure. Yet, as I say this, I don't
want to give the impression that all the
Beatles books and movies shouldn't be devoured and memorized for what they do
provide—a glimmer of their private lives
during those legendary years. Each piece of
media manages to add just a hint of what
made their legacy so overwhelming to the

picture. There are dozens of excellent biographies and photo essays on the days when
the band was cranking out "I Am The Walrus" and "Within You Without You," the
days when granny glasses and mop tops
were the points of finer conversations. Although commercialism has prevailed when
authors and filmmakers have tried to document the lives of the group, if you have a
burning drive for knowledge and a damn
strong sense of curiosity to know just what
was John's favorite breakfast cereal (it was

The media blitz, past and
present, isn't letting go of
the best sensation it ever
had and neither are the
fans who refuse to let the
Fab Four die.
Corn Flakes, by the way) then I would
definitely recommend diving into the realm
of biographies and documentaries the market has to offer.
Right now there is a new film out called
Back Beat which attempts to investigate the
early days of the band in Hamburg, Germany and some of the controversies that
surrounded them there. I've heard from
numerous sources that the film delves about
as deep as a urine-filled kiddie pool, but

James laid Moore
OBy Katharine Dvorak
A&E Editor
For just under
eleven bucks a
ticket, every one
of the 1400 seats
in Seattle's
Moore Theater
was filled for a 107.7 The End
sponsored concert on March 11 by
the alternative British sextet,
James.
The line outside the Moore that
Friday night looked as if it
stretched beyond a mile down Second Avenue, as the herd of James
fans lined up a good one and a half
hours before the concert was
scheduled to begin. For any nonSeattlite, this anxious crowd of
young people may have appeared
a bit odd, if not downright bizarre.
For the Moore does not look like
the typical concert hall; in fact, the
theater is so inconspicuous that
even the sign in front is hard to see.
Originally an old vaudeville
house on the corner of Second
Avenue and Virginia Street, the
Moore Theater looks like a typical
white brick building common to
any city. However, the interior
reveals high, ornate ceilings; a
double balconied, gold chandelier-lit playhouse and barely
enough scats for approximately
1400 people.
Small and intimate, the Moore
comfortably hosted James and its
entourage of fans for a concert that
combined fantastic lighting with a
long set list of both old and new
material.
Labeled an alternative band after receiving airplay on such "alternative" radio stations as 107.7
The End in Seattle, James is a
British band comprised of six guys,
whose latest album, Laid, was released last fall. Not only has the
album's title track "Laid" climbed
radio request charts, but the album
currently ranks in Rolling Stone
magazine's Top Ten College Albums list.
James made their fans wait before taking their place on the tiny

stage. Preceding their entry was
another British band called Texas,

billed as James' "Special Guest."
A country/alternative sound, the
music Texas performed closely
resembled that of James, and
showed potential for luring the
James fans onto their bandwagon
as well. A four-member band,
Texas claims a female lead singer
accompanied by three men backing her up on bass, guitar and
drums. Dressed in a 70s-style leisure suit with short black hair
cropped close to her head, the lead
singer said that this was the band's
first visit to Seattle and that so far
she thinks of it as a "cool music
place."
Performing an hour-long set,
Texas was well-received by an
audience of James fans; however,
their set seemed a bit too long and
at times boring. After the third and
fourth songs, the music ran together, making distinction between one song and the next almost impossible. By the time
James appeared on stage the audience was desperately ready to hear
the band they came to see.
Casually taking their places on
stage, James set up for their first
song. After a quick hello, lead
singer Tim Booth dove right into
the concert, starting off with music from Laid.
The stage was small and
crowded. Booth stood in the
middle with his microphone, Jim
Glennie on bass stood to his right
while Larry Gott on guitar occupied his left. The drummer, David
Baynton, and keyboardist Mark
Hunter played in back and Saul
Davies, who played a miscellaneous list of instruments including the violin, viola and drums,
occupied center stage.
Two large vertical white screens
created the stage's backdrop, and
several mini spotlights decorated
the floor.
Needless to say, the group didn't
do much dancing around, except
for Booth. In what could be described as epileptic fits or even
violent reactions to the simultaneous ingestion of several drugs,

Booth contorted and twisted his

see JAMES page 6

wouldn't you know that I am
still dying to see it. Why
wouldn't any "normal" Beatles
freak be? I'm curious. I have
an inquiring mind. Wouldn't
you be curious to know whether
or not German fan Astrid
Kirchherr (played by Sheryl
Lee aka Laura Palmer) slept
with one or two Beatles? I think
that information on their personal lives is instrumental to
understanding some of the
messages that their music conveys. The personal details add
another dimension to the music, a dimension that invented
and created the lyrics, a dimension dependent on the group's private lives.
As far as the movie goes, it is based upon
the departure of original bassist Stuart
Sutcliffe (Stephen Dorff) from the band. It
attempts to detail the consequences when
Astrid, a German rocker, creates strain in
Lennon (Ian Hart) and Sutcliffe's friendship. This is really a lesser known part of the
Beatles' career, and ever since I learned of
this movie's release, I've been anxious to
view it. Of course, I must point out the
obvious flaw in my reasoning to see such a
supposed bomb: I'm obsessed.
Nevertheless, I don't think you have to be
obsessive-compulsive to appreciate the life
behind the legends. Look at all the people
who are interested in both the music and the
lives behind it: Soul Asylum's Dave Pimer,

Sonic Youth's Thurston Moore and Afghan
Whigs' Greg Dulli, who have contributed
to the movie's recreation of The Beatles'
musical performances. .
Not only would I recommend boning up
on the early days of the Fab Four, but I
would also advise looking into the films the
group made themselves. A HardDay' s Night
(1964), theirdcbut film, is by far the wittiest
film they made, giving the world its first
look at the interplay of the differing personalities in the group. It is a hilarious look at
a fictional day in the life of The Beatles.
Help (1965) followed, and while the humor
and charm was still present, its quality was
a step down from their debut effort. Most of
the movie is devoted to Ringo, along with a

see BEATLES page 6

Curtain Call
`Blood Moon' opens senior plays
OBy Sara Laird
Director 'Blood Moon'

EDITOR'S NOTE:This weekend kicks off the series of senior
driected plays that will be held for six consecutive weekends in the
Inside Theatre. Every Thursday before each performance A &E will

preview that weekend's play with commentary from the director
and/or actors.

Blood Moon is the first
of the 1994 senior directed
projects. The show features Kristina Schulze as
Manya, Jock Carter as
Alan and Dan Washburn
as Gregory. The show focuses on the intense journey of Manya, a woman
who is betrayed by her
uncle and brutally raped
by her uncle' sfriend, Alan.
The entire second act is a
psychological thrill after
Manya decides to get revenge on her abusers. The
play contains violence,
strong language and adult
situations.
I chose to direct this play
because I am tired of
women being victims. I
completely support the
new idea in society that
victims are not helpless
and that abuse is not away
of life. I want to encourage
people to stand up for
what they believe in, and
most importantly, to have
the strength to reject violence and abuse. I believe
that this play will make a
difference in many
people's lives. I am dedicating this play to the survivors.
Shows are Friday, March
25 at 8pm; Saturday,
March26 at2 pm and 8pm.
Tickets are on sale at the
Information Center for $2
for students with ID, $3
without or $10 for a season package for all six
shows.
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Rants, Raves and Reviews.,.

New and improved social activism alive in rock

By Carrie Siegel
Music Reviewer
Rock musicians have been using their talent and fame as a means
to help promote support for various philanthropic causes for several decades.
Nevertheless, most members of
the twentynothing generation
would probably recognize Live
Aid, from the early eighties, as the
first selfless service they ever heard
(and saw) their favorite musicians
perform. The famine in Ethiopia
inspired Bono, George Michael,
Sting, Phil Collins, Boy George
and various Brits with bad haircuts to get together and record that
"Do they know it's Christmastime
at all?" song and video.
We Yanks soon followed up with
our own means to end the famine
with the then-ubiquitous ditty,
"We Are the World," by USA for
Africa. The constituents of USA
for Africa read like a "Who's Who
of Top 40 American Singers in the
1980s." It seemed as though each
and every singer with a platinum
record and a bleeding heart was
herded into a too-small recording
studio and forced to sing/sway till
it hurt: Cindy Lauper, Michael
Jackson, Lionel Ritchie, even The
Boss himself—they all came out

to pitch in.
The response to "We Are The
World" was immense; millions of
copies of the record sold. "We Are
the World" proved to be the Big
Bang for philanthropy in rock. It
wasn't long before virtually every
musician from here to Miami
started jumping on the "Aid" bandwagon. From Live Aid to Band
Aid to Farm Aid, there were thousands of worthy causes out there,
and suddenly they all needed benefit concerts. I remember thinking, "What's next, Gator Aid?"
Thankfully, the "let's get a bunch
of rock stars together to sing one
song that will better society" approach is a thing of the past. Here's
the lowdown on some relatively
recent albums whose proceeds go
to worthy causes:

No Alternative
Various Artists
Proceeds: various AIDS
organizations worldwide
No Alternative features Pavement, American Music Club, Matthew Sweet, Buffalo Tom, Urge
Overkill, Patti Smith and more all

on one CD! You don't have to die
to get to heaven.
As the liner notes, — Alternative' rock does NOT exist. It's a
myth on par with Elvis sightings,
quality airline food, and stressfree relationships." Though the
boundaries between alternative
and mainstream are growing
sketchier by the second, this topnotch pastiche reaffirms my belief
that the light at the end of the pop
tunnel will always be kindled by
the outcasts.
The terminally broody American Music Club frontman, Mark
Eitzel, sings "All Your Jean's
Were Too Tight," about a man
who withers away before he dies
of AIDS. Patti Smith offers up a
heartfelt speech and an a cappella
ballad, "Memorial Tribute," dedicated to AIDS-victim Robert
Mapplethorpe. Both are poignant
standouts.
But not all the songs are thematically related to AIDS. Pavement,
Stockton's finest, belt out "Unseen Power of the Picket Fence," a
stunning paean to R.E.M. Singerguitarist Steven Malkmus reminisces over the band's early history: "Flashback to 1983/Chronic
Town was their first EP...."
R.E.M. devotees, take heed: Pavement appreciates them as much as
you do.
The Smashing Pumpkins croon
"Glynis," a softy that doesn't turn
into a thrash fest somewhere in the
middle. Life's just full of surprises.
Soul Asylum breathes new life
into Marvin Gaye's "Sexual Healing," a song that is so ironically
out of place on this album, it almost makes sense.

Ever wondered what's punk?
Not a fad or a genre, punk demands redefinition
By Sundown Stauffer

anything, it might have been, "You don't have to be
a slave."
If all this seems rather dense and flat, it's because
When you see the term "punk" today you have to be punk is just not soluble down to the terms you'll read
careful. Very few of the standard sources from which in The Rocket or Rolling Stone. Jazz is not a genre; it
people learn about music will give accurate defini- is a method or a mood, and the same is true of punk.
lions of what it was and what it now is. I'm being a little pompous, but it's just not something
That it is important is just something you have to that can be absorbed through journalism. People who
take for granted. It isn't because there's some a priori lacked substance used to be called poseurs when they
tried to intersect underground scenes, but today that
mystical value about the music, nor is it because of the
direct lineage between punk and alternative music. attitude haunts alternative music.
If alternative can be said to have a focus, some silly
The reason that it's important is that punk is, in my
opinion, about strength, power and intelligence, and Generation X attitude, then the entire bulk of "my
generation" is bullshit because the massive populareither you're able to understand it or you aren't
Punk was not a genre, and neither was it a move- ity of that generalization pretty much ensures that no
one is going to be creative, smart or individualistic
ment. It was never organized or cohesive enough to be
either of those. What it may have been was a force or enough to fulfill that promise. It's just an empty ideal,
a response. essentially the same as all the broIt was not a convention. It was a ken promises that every revolutionreaction, not to oppression but to Punks weren't afraid ark' youth movement has fostered,
the pervasive atmosphere of en- including the previous one.
Punks weren't afraid to keep any
to keep any hatred
tropy felt in the late 70s that was
hatred for hippies in check. There
present in urban England and the
for hippies in check. was never anything about the 60s
that they idolized. The comedown
I think the most clearly evident
to reality wasn't the end of someelement was the rage, an anger not
at vague conventions but at specific institutions. It thing to them; it was the beginning.
What punk means most to me is just honesty. Since
was far too personal and transcendent to be political.
Put simply, it was urban and suburban kids dealing using punk as a label suggests some unified concept,
with pervading sense of boredom and nothingness in there's sort of a deception at work there; the tectonic
scenes that comprised the real intellectual motions of
their lives, not something that was specific to themselves. They were remarkable for the fact that they the past two decades were underground currents that
thought and acted while the rest of the world trudged used punk and its antecedents as signs, perhaps as a
along in cardiac arrest. They overturned ideals of sort of secret language. But punk qua punk was
morality and nonviolence that the hippies had never always more of a convenience than anything else.
To me, punk represents the real world. Punk didn't
gotten past. What stood out about the early punks is
that they were real, that they really were giving evolve publicly. It created a split in the development
themselves tattoos and charging through the streets, of twentieth century music.
Growing up punk creates a rift between public and
that they really had no intentions of working. They
were able to make all the observers that they hated private life that doesn't otherwise exist today. It
means being capable of understanding its history, not
think that they just didn't give a shit.
In fact, punk has never been that existential. There being bound by it, and developing an understanding
was never a single message, but if there had been, it of how music is connected to society. It may be the
would not have been a resounding, "Fuck you." If only way that art really effects social change.

Staff Writer

If I were to give you the lowdown
on all the highlights on No Alternative, we'd be here all day. This
album's got me floored.
Rating: Three week getaway in
the Bahamas.

Sweet Relief
Various Artists
Proceeds: Victoria Williams, a
singer/songwriter with multiple
sclerosis
All of these songs were written
by Victoria Williams. I'd never
heard of her before, and Sweet
Relief makes me wonder why.
The Pro's:
The benevolent hombres of Soul
Asylum start things out with a
cover of "Summer of Drugs,"
which is undoubtedly the sweetest
relief on this album.... Lou Reed,
the godfather of cool, does his
talk/sing thing on "Tarbelly and
Fe,atherfoot." Evan Dando, the
now-proverbial "alternahunk" of
The Lemonheads, performs a lowkey cover of "Frying Pan."
Dando' s rendition of this love song
sounds decidedly refreshing without his purely-platonic-friend-

JAMES from page 5
body as he danced to the music.
Closing his eyes and appearing
numbed by the atmosphere, Booth
let his limbs writhe and twist awkwardly about as the music and
light accented his movements.
Besides Booth's frantic dance
contortions, the group's only other
source of visuals were the everchanging colored spotlights and
screens onto which abstract colored shapes were projected. The
light played off of the rhythm and
tone of the music, at times engulfing the entire theater with circles,
dots and other various shapes in
dizzying motion and rainbows of
color. The result was a fantastic
light show.
By far the most beautiful creation from this light/music combination was the performance of
"Out to Get You," the first song on
Laid. White light glowed in
streams from the stage, hiding the
band and illuminating only their
outline. The soothing yet heartwrenching lyrics were made even
BEATLES from page 5
crazed Eastern cult chasing the
Liverpool lads. I might just add
that both films have an excellent
soundtrack.
I'd also recommend the documentary Let It Be (1970) which
ended up framing the band's
disintigration. This film contains
the famous roof top session, The
Beatles' last performance together.
Overlooking my biases, this is still
a must-see for all rock fans.
I guess my point is that
Beatlemania is still alive and kicking in society today, whether it is
manifested through the wealthy

(yeah right)-and-trusty-sidekick,
Juliana Hatfield, whining along
side of him, like she does on about
80% of the songs on Come On,

Feel the Lemonheads.
The Cons:
Pearl Jam's cover of "Crazy
Mary," (a.k.a. the "take a bottle,
drink it down, pass it around" song)
is still annoying. Vedder sounds
like a Jim Morrison wannabe doing a really skewed version of "99
Bottles of Beer on the Wall." The
problem with most quality Pearl
Jam songs (i.e. "Alive," "Jeremy"
and "Daughter") is, of course, the
overkill thing, though sometimes
when I hear those songs after their
peak point of exploitation I can
actually empathize with Eddie
Vedder and his tortured soul.
The Waterboy's rendition of
"Why Look at the Moon?" made
me wonder, "Why listen to this
song?" It's a jalopy lounge act
ditty that still needs work.
Aside from "Crazy Mary" and
"Why Look at the Moon?," Sweet
Relief is worth checking out.
Rating: Weekend at the Grand
Canyon

'

Rating Key

1. Three week getaway
In the Bahamas
Z Backpacking through
Europe
3 Weekend at the Grand
Canon
4 family Reunion In
South Dakota
S. Econo Lodge in Fife

more powerful by the intensity in
Booth's voice.
James played just about every
song from Laid. The songs that
received the most response included "Laid," "Say Something"
and "Sometimes." For these the
audience stood up and danced,
even in the aisles. James also resurrected older material, such as
their radio-friendly "Born of Frustration."
James performed a 45-minute
encore, bringing the concert time
up to two and a half hours (not
including the hour set by Texas).
Unfortunately, they fell into the
trap of over-performing several of
their songs. Lasting upwards of
ten to fifteen minutes, the songs
"P.S." and "S kindiving" from Laid
were drawn out far too long.
James creates a sound that is
both peaceful and intense, combining soothing rhythm with emotional lyrics. James is soft and
hard, fast and slow, quiet and loud.
Both their album Laid and the
music they performed at the Moore
displayed this duality.
fan who shells out thousands for
one of John Lennon's sketches or
through the fan who goes to one of
Paul McCartney's concerts in the
hopes of hearing "Hey Jude." The
media blitz, past and present, isn't
letting go of the best sensation it
ever had and neither are the fans
who refuse to let the Fab Four die.
Even after 30 years, everyone recognizes the faces and the music of
The Beatles. They are destined to
live a long and fruitful life in the
culture of the world, whether in
movies, books or the hearts of
obsessives like myself. Long live
the legend!
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March 24th through April 2nd

DCompiled by Courtney Ferguson
Assistant A & E Editor

2

4Thursday

Campus Music Network-Road Trip
Cellar (UPS)
10 p.m.
FREE
Chamber music-Master class
By Paul Kantor
Jacobsen Recital Hall (UPS)
7:30 p.m.
FREE
Play-Bite the Wax Tadpole
World premiere
Directed by Caitlin Martin
Pilgrim Center for the Arts
509 10th Ave.-Seattle
8 p.m.
Call 323-4034 for more info.
Art-Carolyn Law

An interactive sculptural installation
Kittredge Gallery (UPS)
Through March 27
FREE

25

Friday

Play-Blood Moon
Directed by Sara Laird
Inside Theatre (UPS)
8 p.m.
Call 756-3419 for more info.
Music-Portrait of Poverty, Popsickle,
Smelter, Goodbye Harry
Victory Club (21& over)
2803 6th Ave.-Tacoma
Call 272-8085 for more info.
Play-Bite the Wax Tadpole continues...
8 p.m.
See March 24 for more info.

26

Saturday

Flea Market
Sponsored by the Women's League
Profits go to scholarship fund
Fieldhouse (UPS)
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Admission is $1
Casino Night-Viva Las Vegas
Prizes from local companies will be offered
Music by Road Trip
Great Hall (UPS)
7:30 p.m.
$5
Food is complimentary

Play-Blood Moon continues...
2 & 8 p.m.
See March 25 for more info.
Music-Poverty's Child, 7 Sins, Lick City,
Kingsfoil
Victory Club (21& over)
2803 6th. Ave.-Tacoma
Call 272-8085 for more info.
Japanamation-Silent Mobius: The Motion Picture
McIntyre 003 (UPS)
Noon to 5 p.m.
FREE
Play-Bite the Wax Tadpole continues...
8 p.m.
See March 24 for more info.

2

Campus Music Network-Gideon's Army
Cellar (UPS)
10 p.m.
FREE

30

Art-David Gilhooly

Ceramics from the UPS permanent collection
Through April 24
Kittredge Art Gallery (UPS)
FREE

31

Thursday

Campus Music Network-The Undecided
Cellar (UPS)
10 p.m.
FREE

TACOMA WEST CINEMAS-SisterAct
II, The Three Musketeers, The Fugitive,
Wayne's World II and Iron Will.
Call 565-6100 for more info.
All shows $1.25

Music-House on Stilts, Malchicks,
Chimestone
Victory Club (21& over)
2803 6th Ave.-Tacoma
Call 272-8085 for more info.

A MC-Lightning Jack,T he Chase, Angie,
The Ref, Reality Bites, On Deadly Gro und,
Blank Check and Above the Rim.
Call 565-7000 for more info.
All shows $3.50 for students w/ID

Play-Bite the Wax Tadpole continues...
8 p.m.
See March 24 for more info.

BLUE MOUSE-My Girl II and
Shadowlands
2611 N. Proctor (formerly the Bijou)
Call 752-9500 for more info.
Shows $3 and $2 for students w/ID

1 Friday
Foolish Pleasures
8 mm. film festival
Great Hall (UPS)
Time to be announced
FREE

RIALTOTHEATRE-24th International
Tournee of Animation
Fri. (March 25th) & Sat. (26th) 5:30 p.m.,
7:45 p.m. & 9:45 p.m.
Sun. (27th) 1:30 p.m. & 4 p.m.
$5

Play-Mrs. California
Directed by Kristine Hostetter
Inside Theatre (UPS)
8 p.m.
Call 756-3419 for more info.

HONE MOON

Choir-Adelphian Concert Choir continues...
8 p.m.
See March 31 for more info.

IN VEGAS

Play-Bite the Wax Tadpole continues...
8 p.m.
See March 24 for more info.

2

Looking for a summer job that
will outdoors, fun and a positive
impact on kids? work at our
resident Girl Scout Camps.
Counselors, arts and crafts
director, life guards, horse back
riding staff and other postitions
available. EOE
1-800-541-9852 for application

All shows are located at the Pacific
Science Center at the Seattle Center.
All shows are $6. Tuesdays are $3.
Call 443-2001 for more info.
7:30 & 9 p.m.
Tuesday Laser U2
Wednesday I aser Hendrix
7:30 & 9 p.m.
Thursday Laser Metallica 7:30 & 9 p.m.
Friday & Saturday Laser Country
7:30 p.m.
Laser Floyd: Dark Side of the Moon

Jazz-Stanley Clarke
Nominated for three Emmys
Sponsored by ASUPS Cultural Events
Fieldhouse (UPS)
8 p.m.
Call 756-3419 for more info.

10:390Pp..m
i.
Laser Metall ica
Midnight
Laser Floyd: The Wall
7:30 & 9 p.m.
Sunday Laser Zeppelin
Saturday &Sunday Matinees
Laser Space Odyssey
1&3 p.m.
2&4 p.m.
Laser Sgt. Pepper's

Play-Bite the Wax Tadpole continues...
Pilgrim Center for the Arts
8 p.m.
See March 24 for more info.

GREEKS & CLUBS
EARN $50-$250
for YOURSELF
PIS
pp to $500 for your club!
This fundraiser costs nothing
and lasts one week.
Call now and receive
a free gift.
I-800-932-0528 Ext. 65.

A COLUMBIA PICTURES RELEASE

Laser Show Schedule

Play-Mrs. California continues...
2 & 8 p.m.
See April 1 for more info.,
or call 756-3419

AD SALES: 45 year old yellow pages firm is
seeking career oriented salesperosn with a background in media, business, journalism. Pierce
County territories exclusively. We offer:
-Exc Training, support & growth potential
-Territories with lots of leads
-Exc comp include Med/Dent/401K/Sec 125
Please send resume to:
Banana Pages, Attn: Lance 4727 44th SW Seattle,
WA 98116 or fax to (206) 937-9413

Camp staff needed

NEW LINE CINEMA

Saturday

ADVERTISING SALES

Campaign to save endangered species, promote
recycling, and stop pollution. Work with groups
such as Sierra Club, Green Corp. and the PIRGs.
Possitions in 28 states and D.C.
Campus interviews March 30 call Jamie
1-800-75EARTH

Summer Japanese Study

Choir-Adelphian Concert Choir
Spring "home" concert
Kilworth Chapel (UPS)
8 p.m.
FREE

0.4.TLE FPC K. Iv0131.44 quar-40.4.41.11xarwi

Wednesday

Lecture-Lenora Fulani
First woman and African-American presidential candidate to be on all state ballots
Kilworth Chapel (UPS)
8 p.m.
FREE

JOBS
SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT
EARN $2500-$3500
AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Intensive 6-wk program at Lewis & Clark
College in Portland, OR July 18-Aug 28.
Earn 12 quarter hrs. Study Lang. (all levels)
& culture with Japanese students on theme
"Nature & the Environment." Three-day
wilderness program included. Prior
language studynot required.
Oregon/Japan Summer Program
222 SW Columbia, Suite 1750
Portland, OR 97201
Tel. (503) 223-7938 Fax (503) 223-7946

9Tuesday

Fair-International arts and crafts fair
SUB lobby (UPS)
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
FREE

SUMMER

CAMPUS FILMS- Honeymoon in Vegas
7 and 9:30 p.m. on Fri. (March 25th) and
Sat. (26th)
6 and 8:30 p.m. on Sun. (27th)
McIntyre 003 (UPS)
$1 with ID, $2 without

7Sunday

Play-Bite the Wax Tadpole continues...
3 p.m.
See March 24 for more info.

2

Discount Movie Guide

Lecture-Laura X
"Date/Marital Rape"
SUB Rotunda (UPS)
8 p.m.
FREE

Summer Childcare
needed for 3 children
call Karen at
924-5247 or 564-1430

Blue
Mouse)
2611 N. Proctor
Starts Friday

6:15 Nightly

PG

Held over for 3rd straight week!

Comprehensive test prep
from Steven Klein Co.
for a very
comprehensive test.
The course features eight, 4 hr.
classes plus weekly tutorials.

Sat, Sun & Weds Matinee 1:00

Adults $3.00 Students $2.00

9:00 Nightly
P0 113
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
-

TN HANKS DEN/11 WASHINGTON

MAMMA

The price—$395. Call now
for a free seminar. 524-4915.

STEVEN KLEIN
LSAT(andGRE)CO.

Sat, Sun & Weds Matinee 3:45

Adults Engagement Price
Adults $3.50 Students $2.00
(Tickets are goarIP , one rkne only)

A:

Classes for teh June 13 ISAT April 9,12 &
13. Classes for teh June 4 GRE April 11
Triangle Is not Orawn to scale unless otherwise inalcat
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mas). With gold glove caliber
players at catcher, third, shortstop, and center Chicago rarely
beats itself.

California Angels
1993 Record: 71-91
Manager: Buck Rodgers

Seattle Mariners

1993 Record: 82-80
Manager: Lou Pirtlella

The Mariners should be the surprise team in 1994. There may be
some hometown bias here, but
just look at the teams. Most people
think Texas is the odds-on favorite. But Seattle was very busy in
the off-season. With their experience and power, they have one of
the best lineups in the league. Ken
Griffey Jr. and Jay Buhner won't
have to do as much this season
with the addition of Eric Anthony.
The top four starters could comprise the best rotation in the league.
Chris Bosio, Dave Fleming, and
the addition of 15 game winner
Greg Hibbard, will complement
strikeout artist Randy Johnson
very nicely. Although they lost
Omar Vizquel, the defense is still
very good. The bullpen is the
majorquestion and will determine
whether the Mariners play in post
season or not. No closer has
emerged. Games are won in the
starting rotation and this should
be enough for Seattle to prevail
and make its first-ever post season appearance.
Key Additions: Eric Anthony,
Greg Hibbard, Felix Fermin,
Bobby Ayala, Dan Wilson
Key Losses: Omar Vizqucl,
Dave Valle, Norm Charlton
Possible surprises: Tim Davis,
Keith Mitchell, Bobby Thigpen

Texas Rangers
1993 Record: 86-76
Manager: Kevin Kennedy
Already, Kevin Kennedy has
confidently guaranteed a first
place finish, and his team has the
players to do it. The Rangers did
very little changing with the exception of adding Will Clark. They
should have kept Palmeiro. Like
the Mariners, Texas is stacked
offensively. Power is the trademark of this club, starting with
back-to-back home run champ
Juan Gonzalez. But beyond Clark
and Ivan Rodriquez, the infield is
shaky at best. The starting staff is
adequate. Kevin Brown has great
stuff, but couldn't repeat his '92
performance last season. Kenny
Rodgers can not be relied upon as
a No. 2 starter. Roger Pavlik has
the No. 3 spot, but he is having
rotator cuff problems and could
be much less effectftie. The staff
is good enough to win a lot of
games, but probably not good
en gh to win the division. Tom
He remains, but has lost about
5-6 ph off his fastball the last
fe
ars. Texas is a very good
to
d has as much of a chance
the to take the West—or at
as
least the fourth playoff spot.
Key Additions: Will Clark,
Jack Armstrong, Bruce Hurst, Jay
Howell, Rick Honeycutt
Key Losses: Julio Franco
Possible Surprises: Rick
Helling

Aimmommink

California's youth movement
may be noble, but it won't get
them anywhere with Seattle and
Texas ahead of them. The Angels' changes involve letting go
high price veterans in order to
give the youngsters like Tim
Salmon a chance. Salmon responded by belting 35 homers and
winning the AL Rookie of the
Year. The pressure is on him to
repeat and carry a team lacking a
proven run producer besides overthe-hill Chili Davis. The team does
have a decent balance between
speed and power. The pitching
staff will be the big test. Mark
Langston will win his games, but
it drops fast after him (with the
possible exception of Chuck
Finley). The Angels will get killed
at the bottom of the rotation. The
bullpen is hurting, requiring numerous minor leaguers to fill
spots.

Key Additions: Julio Franco
and Darrin Jackson
Key Losses: Tim Belcher? Serious physical problems for
DeLeon and Radinsky
Possible Surprises: James
Baldwin, Scott Ruffcorn,
Norberto "Paco" Martin

Cleveland
Indians

Chicago White Sox
1993 Record: 94-68
Manager: Gene Lamont

This club didn't do much in the
off-season save the Michael Jordan fiasco. They basically have
everything in place from last
season's West Division winners.
With the likes of McDowell,
Fernandez, Alvarez and Bere, the
brand new Central Division
should be no problem for Gene
Lamont's crew. The bullpen,
headed by closer Roberto
Hernandez, is solid, but has weakened with the loss of Jose DeLeon
(injured) and Scott Radinsky (diagnosed with Hodgkin's disease).
Altliough they won't be compared
to the '27 Yankees, the offense is
very steady. The addition of Julio
Franco can only improve them.
The secret to their success depends greatly upon their excellent
crank Titodefense (exle

e

e

OBy Darin Padur and Jon H

Staff Writers

1993 Reco
76-86
Manager:
Mike Hargrove

Remember this team, the inspiration for the movie Major
League, in the mid-80's? But today this team has improved dramatically and should not be
counted out. With a few breaks
and the maturation of the pitching
staff, the Indians could conceivably knock off the White Sox for
the top spot. Cleveland needed
Key Additions: Frank Tanana three things in the off-season:
another starter, a closer, and a
and Bo Jackson
middle of the order hitter. They
Key Losses: Luis Polonia
Possible Surprises: Brian accomplished all three and then
some. Dennis Martinez and Jack
Anderson
Morris were brought in and should
provide the experience and leadOakland Athletics
1993 Record: 68-94
ership that have eluded the IndiManager: Tony La Russa
ans. Steve Farr, although recovering from injury, will likely be the
What happened to the A's of new closer. If he stumbles, a caold? They pulled the old New pable group of youngsters form a
York Mets trick of trading away bullpen by committee. Offenall of their prospects and having sively, Eddie Murray was picked
to spend years of rebuilding. up to solidify the DH role and
Eckersley isn't what he used to provide protection for Albert
be, but he's still a good closer. Belle. The Tribe didn't stop there.
They may hit, seeing that they Chris Nabholz and Brian Barnes
made the unique trade of Rickey now join the pitching staff. InHenderson to get a couple of pros- field defense, sometimes a probpect for him, and then buying him lem in Cleveland was upgraded
back. Mark McGwire can't seem by the trade forGold Glover Omar
to shake his injuries and Ruben Vizquel. With a new park and a
Sierra, although driving in 101 new look, the Indians are poised
runs last season, hit only .233. to take a legitimate shot at the top.
Despite the down year, Sierra Tough competition in the East
could have a big year if McGwire may make a fourth playoff spot
can protect him in the batting or- difficult to achieve.
der. The A's seem to think Bob
Welch, Ron Darling and Bobby
Key Additions: Dennis
Witt are worth keeping around, Martinez, Jack Morris, Eddie
but these guys can't soak up the Murray, Omar Vizqucl, Steve
necessary innings to allow the thin Fan, Chris Nabholz, Brian Barnes
bullpen to be effective.
Key Losses: Reggie Jefferson
and Felix Fermin
Key Additions: Stan Javier and
Possible Surprises: Manny
kHrirez
Rickey Henderson, again
Key Losses: Rick Holeyym
and Dave Henderson
Kansas City Royals
Possible Surprises S c.ve
1993 Record: 84-78
Karsay and Kerwin Mor,re
Manager: Hal McRae

Central

1994 Maj
aseb

Everyone keeps saying this team
will win one soon. But if you look
at their roster, there is justno way.
The Royals are a good club, but
they just don't have what it takes
to be a real threat for a whole
season. They don't have a personality; nothing about them says "we
want to win." The starting rotation is one of the best in the league
with Appier, Cone, and Gordon
filling out the top spots. But their
lineup should not scare anyone in
the league. Wally Joyner and
Mike McFarlane as the 3 and 4
hitters just won't get it done. The
Royals will win their fair share of
games, but once August rolls
around the party will end up like
astroturf in Kauffman Stadium-a mere memory.
Key Additions: Vince Coleman
and Dave Henderson
Kevin
Key
Losses:
McReynolds and George Brett
(retired)
Possible Surprises: Jeff
Granger, Enrique Burgos, Tom

'

c

::01USratta-25.

Once again,A
for another sea
Minnesota Twins

1993 Record: 71-91
Manager: Tom Kelly

Free agency has devastated the
Twins over the past few years
since their '92 championship.
Minnesota has a few good players, but there really isn't a strength
to the team. With such staples as
Kirby Puckett and Dave Winfield
in the lineup, they should manage
to stay out of last place. To assure
this, the pitching has to improve.
Pitching and defense were the
mainstays of theTwins in the past,
but only the defense remains.
Kevin Tapani can't be relied upon
as a No. 1 guy, and Scott Erickson
seems to get worse each year. The
Twins have been forced to fill
holes with castoffs the likes of
Jim Deshaies. The team will be
young, and they must be patient.

double plays , chalk lines, an
beginning of the season brin
in the race (with the excepti
Yount and George Brett will
a struggling sideshow in Ca
offense, has been released.
business. Michael Jordan p
make you a good baseball p
the increased player costs,
addition of a new divisiona
Doubleday, the inventor of
grave? Probably no more
automobiles. But baseball i

Key Additions: Jim DeShaies
Key Losses: Willie Banks
Potential Surprises: Matt
Walbeck, Greg Brummett, Carlos
Pulido

Milwaukee Brewers
1993 Record: 69-93
Manager: Phil Gamer
The Brewers will be bad and a
repeat of last year's dismal last
place season seems likely. The
starting rotation is full of underachievers. Cal Eldred, Rickey
Bones, Jaime Navarro and Bill
Wegman could all be 15 game
winners, but they just don't seem
be able to put together a winning
streak. These four alone accounted
for 53 losses last year. Closer Doug
Henry had a 5.56 ERA last year.
The offense is in similar shape.
Greg Vaughn and Darryl
Hamilton are legitimate impact
players. Beyond them, there isn't
much. The retirement of Robin
Yount will really hurt. To add to
the despair, the Brewers adopted
a brutal new logo which looks
similar to the Mariners (they even
added green to the color scheme).
Count on a long 1994.
Key Additions: Brian Harper
and Jody Reed (bargains)
Key Losses: Robin Yount
Potential Surprises: If Phil
Gamer invites in another group of
motivation speakers that tear up
telephone books. It has already
caused a dislocated shoulder in a
rookie pitcher after he tried to
duplicate the stunt.

East
Baltimore Orioles
1993 Record: 85-77
Manager: Johnny Oates
The Orioles' new owo rship
sent a clear message tp
st of
the division that they
add

Predicted
Pictu
and willing to do what it takes to
make a run forthe top. They armed
themselves by bolstering the offense, starting rotation, and the
bullpen. The additions of heavy
hitting Rafael Palmeiro and Chris
Sabo should pay instant dividends
by strengthening their traditionally weak infield corners. The
outfield looks solid with top prospect Jeffrey Hammonds ready to
take over full time in left. The
question mark for the club will be
its depth in the starting rotation.
The addition of Sid Fernandez
into the No. 3 spot to back up
potential Cy Young candidate
Mike Mussina and the drastically
improved Ben McDonald, should
help. Look for trade talks involving Andy Benes or Pete Hamisch
ifJamie Moyerand Arthur Rhodes
fail to do the job. The solid bullpen
should do the job with the addition of Lee Smith providing much
needed experience.
Key Additions: Rafael
Palmeiro, Chris Sabo, Lee Smith,
Sid Fernandez
Key Losses: Gregg Olson (the
pitcher) and Rick Sutcliffe

Possible Surprises: Alex
Ochoa and Gregg Zaun

New York Yankees
1993 Record: 88-74
Manager: Buck Showalter

see

AL EAST

page 10
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Armando Reynoso would be a
better buy.

r League
Ll Preview
•

s greatest pastime returns

. With the return of real gras's fields, backstops,
o out rallies, fans welcome Opening Day 1994. The
e fresh optimism that every team is mathematically
the Mets). This year, future Hall of Famers Robin
play for their respective teams. Bo Jackson is now
nia. Ron Gant, the young power behind the Braves
Diego reminds all of us that baseball is now a
d that just because you are a good athlete does not
r. Profits are down an incredible 78 percent due to
d the unthinkable will happen his year with the
mat and another round in the playoffs. Is Abner
nation's most cherished game, rolling over in his
Henry .FOM - niight when they added air bags to
a turning point.
Possible Surprises: Raul
Mondesi and Chan Ho Park

San Francisco Giants
1993 Record: 103-59
Manager. Dusty Baker

yoff

est
s Angeles Dodgers
3 Record: 81-81
ager: Tommy Lasorda

as those hated Dodgers that
d San Francisco's Cinderella
and this time, they will
it again by winning the West.
ps, we lose credibility for
ng the boys in blue to overthe Giants to the North, but
that's what different opinfor, right? This team could
ry good. They've got a young
m Korea that throws a 95
astball named Chan Ho Park.
ields adds good defense, and
arryl Strawberry comes
d it would only be a bonus.
Piazza is a great player, but
be tough to repeat his '93
rmance. Somebody has to
pin thebullpen for the team
the close games. Look for
Mondesi to be the league's
ig break through star. He's
g it up in Spring Training
uld be the third Dodger in a
win Rookie of the Year
s and Piazza were the othy Additions: Delino
iclds
Losses: Pedro Martinez,
Har J4*ad

This team just was never that
impressive. Offensively, love him
or hate him, Barry Bonds is the
best player in the game. Matt
Williams and Robby Thompson
had great seasons in '93, but will
they be able to improve in '94?
Rod Beck is turning heads with
his fork ball to complement his
above average fastball, but the
rest of the pitching staff had career years last season. A repeat
performance is unlikely. Bill
Swift's arm will not be able to
hold up. John Burkett should retire because it will not get any
better than last year. Young
Salomon Torres could be a big
help if starters start to drop early.
The Giants may be in a good position to earn a fourth playoff spot.
Key Additions: Mark Portugal
and Steve Frey
Key Losses: Will Clark, Jeff
Brantley, Jim DeShaies
Possible Surprises: Salomon
Torres and J.R. Phillips

Colorado Rockies
1993 Record: 67-95
Manager: Don Baylor
Howard Johnson will be the
Comeback Player of the Year.
Nolo still has life in those legs,
and although he looks better in a
Mets' uniform, the thin air in
Colorado will suit him well. He's
slated to play left or rightfield,
which could be a problem defensively, but it will be tough to keep
his hat out of the lineup. Ellis
Burks also comes over from Chicago and could provide the
Rockies some needed consistency.
The sig,ning of Walt Weiss doesn ' t
make much sense with Arizona
product Jason Bates, a similar type
player left waiting at AAA Colorado Springs. All of you fantasy
freaks that are paying big cash to
get Andres Galartaga on your fantasy te4cu., shop around. Pitcher

Key Additions: Ellis Burks,
Howard Johnson, Walt Weiss
Key Losses: Darryl Boston
Possible Surprises: Roberto
Mejia, Jayhawk Owens, John
Burke

San Diego Padres
1993 Record: 61-101
Manager: Jim Riggleman
This team saddens all baseball
purists who see the horrible realities of baseball in the '90s. The
fire sale of marquis players for
cheap minor leaguers was a practice to common for the Padres last
year. Andy Benes and Tony
Gwynn remain, but for how long?
Hopefully, the Padres won't get
trading fever when the income
statements roll out, because Benes
and Gwynn are the only reasons
to watch this team. Benes is highly
underrated and if the Padres deal
him to a contender, look for whoever picks him up to win it all.
Ray McDavid could provide some
excitement, but scouts say he's at
least a year away. Phil Plantier
and Derek Bell, cast-offs from the
American League, had great seasons in San Diego last year.
Key Additions: Bip Roberts
and Harold Reynolds
Key Losses: See last year's
transactions
Possible Surprises: Ray
McDavid, Dave Staton, Melvin
Nieves

Central
Houston Astros

1993 Record: 85-77
Manager. Terry Collins
This team was a major disappointment in '93, but thanks to the
new format, the Astros look to be
the winners in this division. The
pitching staff is still excellent,
despite losing Mark Portugal to
free agency. Doug Drabek, Pete
Hamish, Greg Swindell, and
Darryl Kile are the best starting
four in the division with youngsters Domingo Jean and Brian
Williams competing for the fifth
slot. The offense could use some
improvement and this could hurt
the Astros over the course of the
season. These guys just love to go
out and play baseball, which will
keep them productive down the
stretch. New logo, uniforms, and
management could bring an exciting year.
Key Additions: Sid Bream,
Mike Felder, Mitch Williams
Key Losses: Eric Anthony,
Mark Portugal, Doug Jones
Possible Surprises: James
Mouton

St. Louis Cardinals
1993 Record: 87-75
Manager: Joe Torre
Another team that was supposed
to be better than they were last
season. Ironically, this team was
picked to win the East by some
people, but then tossed aside when
the team acquired Gregg Jefferies.
He just went out and became the
hands-down most valuable member of the team last year. Ray
Lankford had an absolutely horrible, injury plagued year, after
writers had him nailed as a MVP
candidate. The loss of Donovan
Osborne hurts, but there are a lot
of young arms in the system. The
Cardinals hope Allen Watson

looks like he did before the infamous "Shelling in San Diego"
when he couldn't get out of the
first inning. Veteran Rick Sutcliffe
doesn't have much left.
Key Additions: Rick Sutcliffe
Key Losses: injury to Donovan
Osborne
Possible Surprises: Brian Barber and Dmitri Young
0$ PROPISSIONC BASIBAtt CtUDS

Cincinnati Reds
1993 Record: 73-89
Manager: Davey Johnson
The Reds were very active in
the off-season, adding some marginal veterans to help their 1994
campaign. Kevin Mitchell's
weight is down near where it
should be and if he can be healthy,
expect good things for the Reds.
Reggie Sanders is becoming quite
a fiine center fielder, and Barry
Larkin continues to be a great
shortstop. The team made a lot of
moves, but will they help? Time
will tell. Rob Dibble has to return
to his '92 form, but there just may
not be enough support in the
bullpen around him. The Red's
went out and got some insurance
in Chuck McElroy and Jeff
Brantley to set up or close games.
Dibble has yet to prove, despite
the injuries, that he is a premier
stopper. Bob Boone (bench coach)
and Bret Boone (second baseman)
are reunited. Jose Rijo, still only
28, may be the most underpted
pitcher in the National Lc
e.

Key Additions: Jeff BratitA ey,
Erik Hanson, Bret Boone, Chuck
McElroy, Lenny Harris
Key Losses: Bip Roberts,
Bobby Ayala, Chris Sabo
Possible Surprises: John
Roper, Willie Greene, Adam
Hyzdu

Chicago Cubs

1993 Record: 84-78
Manager: Tom Trebelhom
Once again, look for this team
to end up around .500. The lack of
pitching stars, and consistent
power threats will be the reason
the Cubs won't be playing past
September. Rync Sandberg hopes
to return to great form despite low
power numbers last season.
Sammy Sosa will probably hit for
a better average, but will he be
able to hit another 30 home runs?
Catcher Rick Wilkins quietly had
an All-Star year belting 30 homers and picking off a lead-best 40
percent of potential base-stealers.
The Cubs have to find some guys
willing to win games for them.
There are a lot of marginal pitching prospects, but no one who
looks ready to take over in the top
part of the rotation. Randy Meyers
had 53 saves last year. He'll be
lucky to get 35 this ear.
Key Additions: Willie Banks,
and a healthy Shawon Dunston
Key Losses: Greg Hibbard,
Mike Harkey, Chuck McElroy
Possible Surprises: Jesse
Hollins

Pittsburgh Pirates

1993 Record: 75-87
Manager: Jim Leyland

They're really only picked to
finish last because all the other
teams are better on paper. Like
Sparky Anderson, Jim Leyland
finds ways to win, with whatever
players he has to work with.
Leyland rarely complains and always seems to field a competitive
team no whether Barry Bonds or
Jeff King is batting fifth. The defense is very solid with Gold Glovers Andy Van Slyke, Jay Bell, and

youngster Carlos Garcia up the
middle. The youth movement appears to be successful with Garci a,
Kevin Young, Al Martin, and
Steve Cooke all having fine seasons last year. Like many last
place teams, pitching is a big question mark. Last season, Tim
Wakefield was thought to be a Cy
Young candidate, but fell off the
map after he couldn't get outs at
Double-A. Somebody out of nowhere will have to emerge to keep
the Pirates out of the cellar. Early
indications suggest it is probably
not Scott Scudder.
Key Additions: a healthy
Alejandro Pena and Scott Scudder
Key Losses: Bob Walk
Possible Surprises: Midre
Cummings and Scott Bullett

East
Atlanta Braves

1993 Record: 104-58
Manager. Bobby Cox
One of the best things about the
new divisions was to get Atlanta
out of the West. This team is really
beginning to look like a true dynasty. The best staff in baseball, a
solid core of talented veterans, the
best minor league system in baseball, and a great television set-up
all help to make this organization
one of the brightest in baseball.
This year looks to be a repeat of
last season, with Gregg Olson providing that missing piece from the
previous years. Olson is damaged
goods though and now that Ron
Gant has been let go, there may be
opportunities for the Expos to slide
in. A ton of prospects appear to be
ready to play at the major league
level, its just a matter of finding a
spot for them. Chipper Jones, a
possible replacement for Gant in
left field is out indefinitely because of a knee injury in spring
training. The injury hug could sting
the Braves the worst when it matters most.
Key Additions: Gregg Olson
(the pitcher)
Key Losses: Pete Smith, Ron

ks

Nixon,

Posible Surprises: Tony
Tarasco and Terrell Wade

Montreal Expos

1993 Record: 94-68
Manager: Felipe Alou
Although the Expos made a lot
of moves in the off-season, there
is debate whether they ended up
improving their team. Superstar
Marquis Grissom has already expressed his distaste of the
management's decision to move
Delino DeShields in exchange for
Pedro Martinez. In the Expos defense, Pedro Martinez helps this
team out more than DeShields
could. Some of the young pitthers
that appeared to be the nucleus for
the years to come have been

see NL EAST page 10
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NL EAST from page 9

AL EAST from page 8

shipped off to make room for
other young players. Montreal has
a problem that many farm-depleted organizations would love
to have—no room for all of the
prospects. Cliff Floyd has been
called "Frank Thomas with
wheels." If the young staff can
get it together and closer John
Weueland has the
same kind of year
he had last season, look out
Braves.

expansion factor. The management is devoted to grooming
young talent for the future. Understandably, the Marlins are a
few years away. The pitching
staff is probably the worst in
baseball, but when you have the
Mets in your division, last place
is never a worry.

L.--1

Key Additions: Pedro
Martinez
Key Losses:
Delino
DeS hields, Dennis Martinez,
Brian Barnes,
Chris Nabholz
Possible Surprises: Rondell White and Cliff
Floyd

125114NNIVERSARY
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Key Additions: Kurt Abbott
and Jerry Browne
Key Losses: Walt Weiss and
Jack Armstrong
Possible Surprises: Darrell
Whitmore, Charles Johnson,
Dave Weathers

Philadelphia Phillies
1993 Record: 97-65
Manager: Jim Fregosi
Fregosi was criticized at the end
of last season for his practice of
overworking his starters during
the season and his lack of hesitation in using Mitch Williams in
all of those close World Series
games when it was obvious that
the "Wild Thing" didn't have it.
The critics tend to forget that
Fergosi took a team from last
place to one game away from
being the World Champions. But
this team will not likely earn another trip to post season play this
year. John Kruk's bout with cancer will limit his participation,
and management's move to dump
Terry Mulholland really hurts the
already unstable pitching staff.
Wes Chamberlin has come up
lame as things continue to fall
apart for the City of Brotherly
Love.

New York Mets
1993 Record: 59-103
Manager: Dallas Green
Dallas Green will be the first
manager to be fired. This team is
absolutely in shambles. From
the looks of the line-up, it appears that the team is going to go
with the youth movement, but
where have all the prospects
gone? Like the A's, the farm system cannot produce like it did
during the mid-80's when many
of their high draft choices came
around. Some advice for the
Mets: clean house, get rid of everybody making over $3 million
dollars, and wear out some 1986
World Series video tape. Dwight
Gooden is now the only remaining member of that team. Pete
Smith was a good acquisition,
but there are questions about how
long Bobby Jones will be able to
fool major league hitting.

Key Additions: Norm
Charlton, Doug Jones, Bobby
Mufloz
Key Losses: Terry Mulholland
and Mitch Williams
Possible Surprises: If this team
can repeat.

Key Additions: Pete Smith,
Greg Olson (the catcher), Luis
Rivera, Kevin McReynolds
Key Losses: Vince Coleman,
Eddie Murray, Sid Fernandez,
Darrin Jackson
Possible Surprises: Glenn
Davis, for the Mets at least.

Florida Marlins
1993 Record: 64-98
Manager: Rene Lachemann
The Marlins had a fairly successful year considering the
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Key Additions: Tim Belcher?
Key Losses: There was no one
worth trading away
Possible Surprises: Are you
kidding?

It's HAPpening!
The contract times for the on-campus
Housing Application Process
will be posted by 5:00 pm, Friday, April 1st
Listings will be posted at Residential Programs and
on the windows above the Bookstore in the SUB
(across from the Information Center)
Everyone that applied by noon on March 30th
will be listed. Check for your specific time and be sure
you arrive for your contract time a little early!
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With winning the division out of
the question, the talk in Boston surrounds Roger Clemens. Last year he
slipped to an un-Rocket like 11-14.
Even if he's not the same again, the
Red Sox starting rotation will keep
them out of last place. With
Clemens, Viola, Darwin, and
rookie-sensation Aaron Sele the
Sox have a staff most teams would
die for. Beyond the starting pitching, there isn't much. With the
exception of Mo Vaughn, no one
can be counted on to produce runs.
A viable closer in Russell and the
addition of their first ever basestealer in Otis Nixon should help
alleviate some of the pain. A slow
start may send them to the cellar.

Let's face it: this team can hit.
Last season, the Bengals scored
the most runs by any team in 40
years. With Fryman, Fielder, and
Tettleton smacking tape-measure
shots with regularity, you figure
this team has a chance. Wrong.
As anyone familiar with baseball
knows, a team must be able to
pitch to win. Even if you score 10
runs a game, no lead is safe with
the pitching staff in Detroit. Any
team with Tim Belcher as its No.
1 starter is doomed for failure.
Also, Detroit actually gave a uniform to Eric Davis. Besides, who
are some of those guys in the
bullpen? Mike Henneman can't
save his pen mates this time
around. This team needs some
talent fast, and right now there
isn't any. Their bats might be
enough to get them past Boston,
but that's not saying very much.

DET DET
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A third consecutive title is not
likely. On paper, this team just
doesn't look the same. But, no
team in the division has as many
impact players as Toronto with
the likes of Alomar, Carter,
Olerud, Molitor and Ward. These

1993 Record: 80-82
Manager: Butch Hobson

1993 Record: 85-77
Manager: Sparky Anderson

Late arrivals and no-shows will be moved
to the bottom of the sign-up times.
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1993 Record: 95-67
Manager: Cito Gaston

Boston Red Sox

Detroit Tigers

7 05

NY BALT

405

26

25

BALT BOS

Toronto Blue Jays

Key Additions: None
Key Losses: Rickey Henderson,
Jack Morris, Tony Fernandez
Possible Surprises: Alex
Gonzalez and Carlos Delgado

Key Additions: Otis Nixon and
Dave Valle
Key Losses: Tony Pena (hardly
a loss)
Possible Surprises: Scott
Hatteberg

18
7.35

NY NY

1 36

Key Additions:
Terry
Mulholland, Luis Polonia, Xavier
Hernandez
Key Losses: Lee Smith, Steve
Farr, Andy Stankiewicz
Possible Surprises: Mark
Hutton, Russ Davis, Sterling
Hitchcock

guys will be asked to carry the
team, because beyond the nucleus
there's not much. Shortstop, left
field, and pitching depth are problem areas. Unlike seasons past,
the Blue Jays did nothing to fill
their holes, and the prospect pool
is beginning to run dry. Don't
count them out. They might grab
the fourth playoff spot with their
potent lineup and penchant for
trades, but it's not likely with the
visible pitching problems.

MILW MILW
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The Yankees managed a second place finish last season and
look poised to fall short again this
year. The Yankees' strength this
year will be the starting rotation.
The left-handed trio of Jimmy
Key, Jim Abbott, and newly acquired Terry Mulholland should
dominate most teams. The lefthanded heavy lineup remains
solid with the acquisition of speedster Luis Polonia. Don't expect
Mike Stanley to repeat his amazing performance of '93. With a
cluster of experienced players the
Yankees have the tools to compete. The bullpen is strong, but in
the off-season the Yankees failed
to sign a much needed closer.
Look for them to sneak into the
fourth playoff spot.
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If you missed the deadline for applying,
you may still bring a completed form to
Residential Programs (A-Frame F).
Late applicants will be added
to the bottom of the contract time listing.
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Hamilton's return shows promise for softball
Loggers open season with 4-4 record at West Florida tournament
DBy Seth Donsker
Assistant Sports Editor
Coming off a 3-22 season in
1993, it would be easy to look at
this season as just a "rebuilding
year." However, an influx of
young talent as well as the return
of head coach Robin Hamilton
promises to
make this an
exciting season of Logger
softball.
The Loggers
return five of
last years
starters and
seven letter
winners including senior
Lori Buck,
junior Nique Jinhong, and sophomore Trista Dawson. Top newcomers include pitchers Heather
Paulsen and Sarah Noble along
with middle-infielder Candace
Hedum.
As mentioned earlier, head
coach Robin Hamilton is also
returning this year after a one
year sabattical for her eighth season, bringing with her an impressive career coaching record
of 132-56. Julie Grevstad managed the team in her absence. In
Hamilton's last season in 1992,
the Loggers finished second in
the district behind Pacific
Lutheran and qualified for the
NAIA National Tournament.

Puget Sound dove right into
the 1994 season at the University of West Florida Argonaut
Classic in Pensacola, Florida,
from which they emerged with
a 4-4 record. The Loggers twice
defeated William Woods University, which finished third at
last years NAIA National
Championships and is
currently
ranked third,
along with
Lincoln College and Missouri-Rolla.
They were
beaten by
KansasNewman,
MissouriSouthern, the University of
West Florida, and William
Woods University.
"The eight games gave (us) RAIN, RAIN, GO AWAY— The Puget Sound softball team returned from its spring break tournament in
outstanding experience going Florida to wet conditions in Tacoma which forced their practices indoors. The Loggers are currently 4-4 on
into the regular season," the season, bettering their win total from a year ago.
Hamilton said. Indeed, the Loggames count on their regional
Fox College at 2 p.m. at Peck
Candace Hedum each homered,
gers faced several high caliber
record.
Field (on the corner of Sprague &
while Kristen Wilson leads the
NAIA and NCAA Division II
Puget Sound's main competiSouth 15th Street). They will get
team with a .692 batting average.
teams.
tion within the District will once
their first action of the season
Jinhong and Hedum are also off to
The two ace pitchers, Paulsen
again come from Pacific Lutheran,
against league opponents this
terrific starts at the plate, hitting .600
and Noble, both 2-2 on the seaa perennial powerhouse and the
weekend at the Simon Fraser Tourand .417 respectively. Trista Dawson,
son, turned in solid perfordefending league champions.
nament when they face Western
batting leadoff, is hitting .350, while
mances. They were supported
The Loggers will begin NAIA
Washington, Simon Fraser, and
freshman Freda Franklin was 8-foroffensively by their teammates
District 1 play at home against
Wenatchee Valley College. The
15 fora .533 average in her first week
as the Logger bats averaged
Simon Fraser University on Sat. tournament will give Puget Sound
in a Logger uniform.
almost 6.5 runs per game
urday, April 2 at 1 p.m. at Peck
an
opportunity
to
familiarize
themLogger softball opens its home
through the first week of play.
Field.
selves with league foes before the
schedule Thursday against George
Lori Buck and freshman

"The eight games
gave (us) outstanding experience going
into the regular season."
—Robin Hamilton

Treat yourself to a

Baseball wins three
over spring break
DBy Jon Haralson
Staff Writer

they collected eight hits and 11
hits respectively.
In game one. Jake Armour went
3-for-3 and stole a base. In the

While the rest of us were off
enjoying our spring breaks, the second game, K.C. Myers drove
in two runs, Carmichael had anPuget Sound baseball team was
otherdouble, and Gagnon banged
busy posting their most successout 3 more hits.
ful week in recent history. The
The Loggers also went to SpoLoggers collected three victories
kane to face Gonzaga Univerduring the week to already match
sity, a Pac-10 North team. Puget
last season's woeful total.
To start the week, Coach Russ Sound hung tough for eight innings, but poor defense again let
Anderson's squad swept a doublethe game slip to a 9-5 loss. Loveheark,r from Western Baptist Colless pitched well in the loss and
lege. In the first game, a commanding 9-4 win, Brad Loveless Gagnon continued his torrid hitting by going 3-5 with 2 RBIs.
picked up the victory to up his
Things picked up again for
record to 1-1 on the season. The
Puget Sound in a doubleheader
defense committed no errors,
with Albertson's College of
while the offensive attack was
Idaho. The Loggers gained their
lead by Joe Lowry and Brodie
Carmichael who had two hits third victory of the week in a 1513 slugfest that saw the team
apiece.
pound out 14 hits. Tom
Lowry smashed a triple and
Mogenson got his first victory,
Carmichael hit his team-leading
fifth double of the season to help while Gagnon again helped the
team on the mound by picking up
raise his average to .386. In the
rubber game, juniorcollege transthe save. Chris Schlecht, the team
leader in RBIs, had a big day
fer Greg Gagnon pitched one-hit
going 3-for-5 with three runs
ball over five innings to gain his
first victory. Gagnon, not content scored. The Loggers split the
with just pitching, also helped twin-bill being pummelled 21-2
in the second game.
himse If a the plate by going 2-forAlthough a 3-4 record for the
4. Shortstop Matt Guyette led the
week doesn't sound great, the
offense with a double, a triple,
and three RBI's.
Logger baseball team saw intprove tne,n t and gainedcoufidenee
Unfortunately, the Loggers
by pulling out of their formerly
couldn't keep the streak going
against Central Washington. In
winless season to move to 3-11
overall. Puget Sound hosts
Ellensburg, the Wildcats pounded
Whitworth College this weekout 15.5 and 11-10 victories over
end in a three game series. With
Puget Sound. The porous Logger
Idefense made matters worse with
the Pirates corning in at 0- 10, the
eight errors on the day. They did Loggers aim to gain ground in
continue to hit the ball well as

district play.

hi et Sound Summer!
Nothing beats summertime in Puget Sound country. The weather is mild and sunny; the
scenery is spectacular; the pace slows down and people take time to relax and rejuvenate.
Summer Session at the University of Puget Sound is unbeatable for many of the same reasons.
The classes are smaller and more relaxed; the campus is gorgeous; parking is free and unrestricted—in short, the hectic pace of the Fall and Spring Terms is lessened.
The hallmark of Summer Session is the format of classes. Instead of taking four courses over
16 weeks, students take one or two classes over six weeks. Students often discover they prefer to
concentrate on fewer courses over a shorter period of time—a learning mode not available to
them in the Fall and Spring Terms.
The Puget Sound Summer Session gives you the opportunity to stay on track for graduation
by offering you a full complement of core courses as well as courses in particular majors.

Summer Session 1994 features
Courses in most departments.
Courses in key Core areas.
Prerequisite courses for classes offered next year.
Outstanding Puget Sound faculty.
Twenty-five percent tuition reduction.
Work-study preference given to Summer Session students
Tuition is charged on a per-unit basis in the Summer Session. For Summer 1994, tuition is
$1430 for one unit, $2860 for two units, and $3575 for two or three units. A unit is equivalent
to six quarter hours or four semester hours of credit. Students registering for two or more
academic units may enroll in an activity class without charge.

Admission
Students who are not matriculated at the University in a degree-granting program may nonetheless register for Summer Session classes.

Registration
Students may register in advance by mail or up until the first day of any class. Registration for
Summer Session opens April 11, 1994.
Summer Bulletins with complete course
information will be mailed to all
students early in Spring Term, 1994.

The University of

t Sound

ilptaIRTS
The Puget Sound Trail

Upcoming (
) Home Events
Softball —
Thursday, 2 p.m. at Peck Field (So. 15th & Sprague) vs.

George Fox College

Baseball —
Saturday, 12 p.m. at Bums Field vs. Whitworth College

(doubleheader)
Sunday, 12 p.m. at Burns Field vs. Whitworth College

Women's Lacrosse
Saturday, 12 p.m. at Baker Stadium vs. University of

Washington

March 24, 1994

Greg Gagnon
After leading the Puget Sound
baseball team to its second victory of the season, pitcher Greg
Gagnon was named the Dande
Trophy Company Athlete of the
Week.
Gagnon, a junior college
transfer, allowed only one hit
in five innings work against
Western Baptist College. He
also got the job done at the
plate, going 2-for-4. It was his
first victory of the season.
Gagnon also went 3-for-5 in
the Loggers' loss to Central
Washington University and
was credited with a save in the
first game of a doubleheader
against Albertson's College of
Idaho.
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Only 168 more days until Volleyball season!

Track out of the
blocks with more
national qualifiers
JEW Stephen R. Stone
Stall •ritcr

Valerie Chan and Eric Eifield
qualified for the NAIA National
Track and Field Meet as the Puget
Sound track and field teams competed wellat two meets held over
spring vacation.
Chan returns to nationals after
finishing the. 3,000-meter
racewalk in a time of 15 minutes,
27.8 seconds. Fifield was fifth at
thellusky Invitational last weekend in the pole vault with a mark
of 15 feet, 1 inch.
Puget Sound, the two-time national champion in women's
cross country and top contender
for men's cross country, dominated the distance events at the
Salzman invitational last week
and finished second in the
women's division and third in
the men's competi don. Matt Ellis
won his heat in the men's 30(X),
and Kirby Lcufroy and Ahinan

Dirks both won their heats in
the men's mile.
Jennifer Burningham wzistnst
in the women's 5000, as wire
Danita•s ,. , n-Parkhurst
the women's mile and Emily
Kcllman in the women's MOO.
Keith Burgess captured first
place in his heat in the 4(X)
h urdles,as did Rhonda Andrews
in the women's 400 hurdles,
David Young in the 100 and
Andee Anderson in the 200.
At Saturday's Husky Invita-:
tional, the Loggers battled poor
weather to place high in several
events. Adia Brown finished
fourth in the 1(X) and third in the
2(X). Dirks was first in the 1500,
and Darryl Fitzhugh was first to
the tape in the 110 hurdles. Burgess also won the 100.
Puget Sound will participate
in the Seattle Spring Break Open
Meet this weekend in hopes of
qualifying more Loggers for National Meet competition.

The Trail's fearless
Final Four predictions::

PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E

very year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the
-

NOTE — The Trail accepts no responsibility for lost monies as a result of following
our predictions. Anyone who has bet on
NCAA basketball this season is a fool
anyway, with his money best parted.

Purdue
UConn

Tulsa
Missouri

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices—from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity—all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.
Why write ()lithe chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.
-

Benefit now from tax deferral. Call our SRA botline 1800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it:"
CRIF certificate, are duiribuirdI try TIAA-CREF keellearel mod laataateoleal &erre,. For MOre rewire, Letformatuoy, u•eltedfog eboryee awe) expouee,
tall I R00-8.12-2733, eat. 5016 for a proopoetw. Rood the proryedro earrfolly kfore you sorest or need MAY,
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The Trail is published weekly by the Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound.
Opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students,
the University or its Board of Trustees. Staff
Editorials (unsigned editorials) are the
opinion of the majority of the core staff.
Articles in the opinions section are printed at
the discretion of the Opinions Editor and do
not necessarily reflect the views of this newspaper. The Trail reserves the right not to print
letters over two hundred words and to edit any
letters printed. All letters must have a signature and a phone number and are due no
later than Monday at 5 p.m. Anonymous
letters will be printed only at the
discretion of the Editor. Letters and other
correspondence may be addressed to:
The Trail, University of Puget Sound,
1500 N. Warner, Tacoma, WA 98416.

Staff Editorial ..
Desperately seeking educational diversity
so many ways, a diploma from the University of Puget Sound is a worthwhile possession. We leave here with
a strong education in the liberal arts and the ability to clearly communicate that knowledge.
Probably the most important lesson we take away is how to continue learning. New texts and classroom topics feed
desires to learn independently; to pursue topics we sped by in survey classes. By our senior year, we have amassed a
lengthy catalogue of recommended reading—enough to last a lifetime (or at least until we find employment).
And who introduced us to these topics? Who shaped the realms of our academic discussions? The creators of the syllabi,
of course. Students lap at the knowledge of professors like thirsty dogs on a hot summer day and like those dogs, we drink
whatever water is in the dish.
In many ways, our range of learning and knowledge has been limited by the narrow assortment of professors to learn
from. There is not much variety to choose from here at Puget Sound. Our visible lack of ethnic and cultural diversity
parallels our lack of pedagogical diversity.
Exposure to a variety of ideologies is an inherent clement of a liberal arts education. And Puget Sound students are
denied that diversity by the conservative hierarchy of our academic departments and university tenure decision process.
Tenure decisions are in a large pan made by the tenured professors of each department So, the campus loses intelligent
and professional educators each year while the department solidarity is maintained.
Faculty members are perhaps understandably retire tan tto recommend tenure forcolleagues who seem to be"differen t"
politically or ph ilosoph ically. We can understand the desire fora cohesive department with easy consensus and common
goals.
However, this tendency to keep out minority perspectives is damaging to students and the campus as a whole.
Especially for young professors wi th a feminist ideology, surviving the selection process to land a tenure-track posi tion
is difficult, and making it through the tenure process itself seems to be a near-impossible feat.
Looking to the not-so-distant past, Puget Sound has a history of such behavior. Diana Mani, Laura Laffiado and Beth
Kalikoff are reminders of the difficulty excellent female professors have at making a goof their careers at Puget Sound.
Looking around campus today we see visiting professors edged out of tenure-track positions and job-candidates turned
away on the basis of their "subversive" theories that seem to threaten the patriarchy because of their empowering
applications for female students.
Perhaps this fear is a result of the term"fem inism" and acommon mispar-eption that feminists seek to dominate society
in retribution for centuries of domination by their male counterparts.
Thew days, the more accurate term for a "feminist" is usually "humanist," as Charlotte Perkins Gilman said around
the turn of the century when women's conditions were described in "The Yellow Wallpaper." The desire to empower
disenfranchised members of society by changing social and political strucuuts need not be threatening. It is simply a
matter of al lowing all ofour human resources to thrive and benefitour communi ty. Butwell stepdown from our humanist
soap box and return to the editorial at hand.
Beyond the need for exposure to new theories, our students lack positive female role models. For female students, it
isexcitingande,rnpowering tobe presented with theories thatpromote or support women. Yetoften,even in classes taught
by women or dealing with texts outside of the male canon this perspective is seldom addressed.
It is time for Puget Sound to emerge from the patriarchal selection process and take a chance on these job candidates
who show potential for widening all of our perspectives. It seems that diversity can only improve our "liberal" arts
education.

Question of the Week:

"They have the right to
bear arms."
—Puna Brostrom

"Well, first you have
to give legal rights to
dogs—then we'll think
about trees."
—Jack Handy

Government cashes in
on its own hypocrisy
Political Commentary

Editorial Policy

I

March 24, 1994

❑By Todd Starkweather
Political Columnist

T

here are many instances
where government hypocrisy perplexes and disturbs me, but one of
the most annoying instances of
government hypocrisy has got to
be the government's attitude toward gaming and gambling. Most
state and local governments, minus Nevada and Atlantic City, do
everything in their power to prohibit the casinos and casino gambling. Yet these same institutions
shamelessly promote their own
gambling ring. In this government
run gambling ring the odds of winning are far less than any blackjack
table or slot machine. This gambling ring is known as the lottery.
It seems a bit odd that the government would encourage gambling in a game where one's odds
of winning are around one million
to one yet condemn forms of gambling where the monetary return is
around 97 percent. Governments
promote their lotteries shamelessly. On radio, television, and
billboards along highways
advertizements are displayed that
say "Take a chance, win the big
one," or something to that effect.
Given theoddsof winning, it would
be more accurate and honest if
these lottery advertizements read
something like "Hey, just throw
away a couple bucks to the government, you won't win anyway."
I am not holding my breath till ads
like these for the lottery to appear.
Governments usually don't specialize in accuracy or honesty.
I might be a bit more lenient
towards the governments and their
gambling rings if they showed a
bit more consistency in their attitudes toward gambling and gaming. As long as it is the governments running the gambling rings,
it's just dandy, but when private
enterprise tries to set up a casino,
or any other form of gambling, the
government tries to crush it with
an iron boot. What is the message
that state governments are trying
to send? The only one which I can
decipher is "It is alright for us to
make money by any means we
choose, but you, the private citizens, cannot." This is just my

interpretation of government action. I feel that it is fairly accurate,
but I doubt that any state official
would confirm or stand behind it.
The next logical question to ask
is "Why does government not want
private citizens to set up casinos
and other forms of gambling and
gaming?" For this portion of the
argument, let's assume that there
are no state lotteries and that the
government isn't behaving inconsistently or hypocritically. Politicians and government officials always complain about the evils of
gambling. It's addictive, causes
crime, induces people to drink, and
is a drain on the economy. Let's
dissect these arguments against
gambling. Yes, gambling can be
addictive, but so are thousands of
other things that are completely
legal and sanctioned by the government, so that should not make
gambling illegal. As far as crime
and alcoholism go, both of these
are common in every day life with
or without gambling. And a drain
on the economy? Well, I have never
known any private business to be a
burden on the economy.
I will be the first to admit that
gambling can have negative repercussions on those who engage in it
and that it can be a destructive
activity. But does this mean that
the government has the right to ban
it or make it illegal? Does the government have the right to protect
people from themselves? The answer to both these questions is a
resounding "NO."
Government should not act as a
moral watchdog to make sure
people are behaving and acting
according to their own best interest. Government should spend more
time protecting a person's personal
and individual rights from being
invaded than interfering with a
person's individual freedom to do
what he or she wants, as long as
that action doesn't harm any one
else. And gambling, in and of itself, does no harm to anyone except the gambler. If a person
chooses to gamble, that should be
their choice. And if a person wants
to build a casino to allow people to
gamble, again, that should be their
choice. Government crosses a dangerous line when it starts sanctioning which behaviors, when they
are personal in nature and do not
affect others, are ethical and moral
and which are not. Those choices
should be left up to the people, and
not government.
Government has a difficult enough
time making sure that their own actions are ethical and moral, let alone
making sure those of others arc. Just
checkout the lottery. There is al ways a
big winner the govenunent.

What legal rights do you
pla nts and trees
should have as living things?

"Since God put man as
ruler over all the Earth, I
don't think plants and
trees should have squat."
—Cory Ries

"UPS doesn't have a law
school, so we are no longer
concerned with the legal
rights of foliage."
—Todd McRae
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Fear of a black plan
CiBy Sundown Stauffer
Staff Writer

A

merican music has followed a course of Balkanization
since the early twentieth century,
moving from an art specific to social class to a buzzing swamp of
tense ephemeral images. The evolution of jazz in America represented a revolution in social class,
moving from covert playings on
whorehouse phonographs to the
white respectability of concert
halls. It was the first time a restricted class created something
that the elite of society regarded as
beautiful. Black artists paved the
ground for the Spartacan cross-pollination of American pop culture.
For all the jagged history of
American music, today there is a
notable dearth of revolutionary figures in pop culture. Those who
stand out are the black male
hardcore rappers. Ice-T is the only
musician to have really gripped
the attention of a large scale audience, including those not interested
in rap, with "Cop Killer." At the
height of the fervor over that song,
Oliver North even criticized Ice-T
for his lack of "acceptible values."
The rapper Paris got called upon
by the FBI for a song threatening
the life of George Bush. Public
Enemy had their run-in with the
government of Arizona. As rap
develops as a musical form, the
reigning popular figures become
increasingly controversial.
What rap is, in my opinion, is a
social revolution on the verge of
fracture. It's been out of the ghetto
long enough for the white suburban contingent on hangers-on to
create a new economic dynamic in
terms of the industry's marketing.
Rap has spread out over the culture, and unified definitions of what

it once was are obsolete. The only
terms that are left describe it in
terms of social power. Inner-city
kids dream of economic solidarity,
money, safety. Rappers are larger
than life to them, not heroes in the
classical Greek sense of reverence,
but archetypes, political figures,
examples of escape, success, apotheosis. To be an artist is as real as
food or sex, because it means
surety, wealth, happiness. There's
nothing abstract about it, for all
you college art majors. In the real
free market, art for art's sake is
deader than communism.
Rappers are the only music figures that have really stirred up controversy in recent years. It isn't
because of the musical elements in
rap. Profanity, violence, strong
basslines, samples, and the rest of
the distinguishing features, are in
no sense new. Even the spoken
word style comes down through a
tradition of talking blues and Beat
poetry combos at the height of the
cool era in jazz. The thing that
scared white people in rap was its
advocacy of black self-determination without the checks and balances of artistic self-consciousness
that previous Black music engendered. Rap was self-conscious, but
on its own terms; it refused to deny
its own power. Rap has also been
an education for many. The revival of interest in Malcolm X was
contemporaneous with his
publicization in the rap world.
Rap is a political force, and when
I see rampant criticism of the genre,
I wonder if that criticism isn' t based
entirely on musical terms but instead on the fear of civil rights
struggles that don't confine themselves to rhetoric and passivity. It
seems only logical that if an oppressive force exists, isn't passivity the most acceptible form of
revolt to that force? Aren't ideas of
power, intelligence, and questioning more frightening to that force?
The real issue is with white paranoia over rap. Our own college is

Letters to the Editor
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Professor criticizes
Trail's review of Electra
To the editor.

I

n her review of the Inside
Theatre's production of Sophocles'
Electra, Heidi Reichlin complains
that "Leslie Murray makes it difficult to hate the mother,
Klytaimnestra. She just doesn't
come across as the evil murderess
that her vengeful daughter makes
her out to be, which may cause you
to lose sympathy for Elektra's increasingly self-induced misery."
In fact, Ms. Reichlin's complaint
unwittingly celebrates the accuracy and power of Ms. Murray's
acting. Sophocles was too intelligent and subtle a dramatist—and
Ms. Murray too perceptive an actor—to supply the audience with
the one-dimensional heroine and
villain which Ms. Reichlin had
expected.
Ms. Reichlin is not entirely alone
to blame for her misconceptions
about Sophocles' great play. It is
clear that she was misled by the
shallow post-performance remarks
of the co-translator, Anna
Krajewska-Wieczorek, who implicitly enunciated two main critical principles which she assumed
make Electra "the weakest work
of Sophocles": 1) If the main character is not likeable, there's some-

thing wrong with the play. 2) If a
dramatist does not always give you
exactly the scene you had been
expecting, he must be a bungler.
A similar lack of imagination
was evident in the drab and
wooden translation which Ms.
Krajewska-Wieczorek and her
collaborator produced. I grant its
general literal accuracy; what it
lacked was any approximation
of the tense verbal energy and
poetic power of Sophocles'
Greek. Ms. Reichlin's comparison of it with a forgotten archaic
translation was off the mark.
Why not compare it with the
modern translations of H.D.F.
Kitto or David Grene—or even
that of Ezra Pound? I do not
mean to deny that there is room
for a good new translation of the
Electra, but this pedestrian effort was a disappointment.
All in all, the glory of the Inside Theatre's production was
that the leaden hands of the translators could not choke the superb
dramatic artistry of Sophocles
and the powerful acting of the
students, most notably Linnea
Wolters and Leslie Murray.

not separate from that paranoia. I
think that there is still a fear of
blacks as powerful individuals.
UPS is safe in Tacoma's north end,
yet it is boxed in by the Sixth Ave.
and K Street areas. Former Puget
Sound Presiden t Ph it Phibbs voiced
some interesting concerns in a Sabbatical report to the Board of Trustees dated January 1989: "The recent move of drug and other criminal activity to the K Street area and
the impact this has had on its quality of life and attractiveness is a
clear warning to us that we must be
alert. The consequences of inattention are very serious. Moreover,
if the efforts of the K Street community to drive out the invaders
are successful, Sixth Avenue is at
least a potential next stop. If that
happens, the impact on the
Universiy will be severe."
Of course, the criminal element
already has its impact on the University. The trade of recreational
drugs between that community and
the white college students who use
them is just one more facet of student life here, albeit an unspoken
one. It's economics, certainly, just
supply and demand. It is an issue
that is connected to minority status, having to do with the relationship of economic powers: richer to
poorer. White college students buy
drugs from black sellers, who exercise in the trade because it's one
means of economic success for
those in an impoverished community. How many of those minority
representatives will be targeted for
SPOG grants? Is this an issue of
ability or acceptible power tracks?
I don't want to defend criminals.
But I do think that hypocrisy exists
if the condemnation of black art
forms, which do address those issues, are in fact attempts to castrate black power. Because I do
think that criticism of rap, as it is
expressed on a popular level, reflects a view that a black male
must use passive means to achieve
success.
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Generation X alters norm
❑By Eric Borne
Editor

i

f there is one thing that
America has always counted on
and never questioned, it has been
the belief in a better, more promising tomorrow. We, as Americans, have always believed in the
future and the continuing prosperity and quality in everyday life.
We have just expected it. And by
doing this we have all lived a
fantasy.
Indeed, the times are changing.
The global climate is advancing
upon us at a dizzying rate and we
are unsure exactly where it is we
stand. The new challenge of an
international community provides
the United States with the opportunity for unlimited success or
complete and utter failure.
Here at home, in a society swirling with complex economic, technological and environmental demands and with workplaces starving for an increasingly skilled labor force to help carry the U.S.
into the twenty-first century, we
can no longer afford to live in a
fantasy world, believing that everything will be all right in the
end. The end is uncertain, the past
is irrelevant and only the present
breathes life. How will we be
prepared for what looms around
the corner? What should we do?
The questions and answers are
as frightening as they are crucial
to our survival. Will we, can we,
meet the challenge?
Our generation has been labeled
be a single letter: X. In this letter
resides all the pain and joy of a
large population of the world and
yet a single letter is all we get. A
letter of collective uncertainty of
the future. The writing on the wall
reads that we will not make as
much money as our parents. We
are not as prepared for the soon-

to-happen as they were. We arc
just confused. A generation filled
with children who are not only
not afraid to die, but also not
afraid to kill. We are the generation that will be unable to answer
the crucial questions for survival.
A generation that is going to pull
the plug on this tub of life and
send the United States (and even
the world) into a spinning cycle
of sewage and waste ... at least
that's what they say.
My question is, what young
generation hasn't been labeled
all this and more? I'm sure the
parents of the 60s' flower children weren't to excited about
growing old and having these
dazed and confused ingrates take
over. But they did. Granted the
world is different now, but not
because of some omnipotent
force, rather because we made it
so. As our values and criteria for
a good life change, so does the
world around us.
We aren't so different than the
generations before. We all have
similar anxieties and make cognitive sacrifices. They had just as
much uncertainty to face as we
do in our lifetime. If our generation can be labeled as anything, it
should be labeled as a generation
of reprogrammers.
Generation X is not a generation of
wayward souls, but a generation of
reforming ideas. Ideas on the measures of success. Ideas on sexuality.
Ideas on domestic and foreign agendas. This is where Generation X
resides. I want to believe that the
money and power mentalities are
over and have been replaced by an
insatiabledesiretoimprovelife,chase
dreams, and live rather than just
survive.
The answers lie in our generation
and the only way we could fail is if
we listen to the those that label us
with a single letter.
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The Combat 'lone
Caption this campus event:

The Official Zone Guide® to the
Classics of the Western World
(Note: These supplementary, analytical synopses are meant only as a companion guide to
the original source. They are not meant as a substitute to reading the actual text. We

realize that the temptation exists to use these guides as a means of avoiding hundreds of
pages of reading and to formulate in-class essays derived solely from this information.
While this may be the case, we remind you that in the end, you'll really only be cheating
yourself.)

Herman Melville's Moby Dick - There's a guy and he likes blubber.
J.D. Salinger's Catcher in the Rye - There's a guy who complains. And
smokes too.
John Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrath - There's a storm and stuff.
Homer's Iliad - There's this war, and a guy dies.
Homer's The Odyssey - This guy gets home, and his dog dies.
Hawthorne's The Scarlet Letter - There's a lady who sews a lot.
Thomas Hardy's Tess of the
Durbervilles - This girl has a baby and they die.
Charlotte Bronte's Jane Eyre - There's a girl who marries a blind guy.
William Conrad's Heart of Darkness - A guy goes rafting.
John Milton's Paradise Lost - Satan falls down.
George Eliot's Middlemarch - There's a lot of people who do stuff
for 817 pages.
Dostoyevky's Crime and Punishment - A guy kills a lady and feels bad.
Holding back tears of joy, ASUPS President Andy Aweeble
Dr. Seuss's Green Eggs & Ham - A penetrating exegesis of the dichotoseized another prestigious title last Friday when he accepted the
mous relationship between nutritiara and wreath belonging to the winner of the Mr. Du wamish
beauty pageant. He was quoted as saying, "Pardon me, I'm a
tional content and formulative conlittle verklempt."
cepts of an improperly individuated
self.
ASUPS President Andy Aweeble was reprimanded last
Thursday for trying to seduce one of the Senators-at-Large with
Virginia Woolf's Mrs. Dalloway - A guy commits suicide. There's also a
his infamous "hypno-stare." Aweeble apologized, claiming he
party.
meant no harm, and that he was merely trying to break in a new
pair of X-ray specs.
Dickens's Great Expectations - There's like, two endings.
Fowles's French Lieutenant's Woman
This one's got three.
"Mmm, now that's good hash!" was ASUPS President A ndy
Thucydides's
History of the
Aweeble's comment last Tuesday at the ASUPS Bake-Off. He
was of course referring to the Freshman Senator's scrumptious
Pelopennesian War - The Greeks lose.
country hash browns. Aweeble admitted he had been initially
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of
misled as to the nature of the ASUPS Bake-Off. His embarassment
the Roman Empire - The Romans decline. Then they fall.
was made evident by his confusion over what to do with the sixfoot tall water bong, pictured above, which he had brought
James Joyce's Finnegan's Wake - Who knows?
specifically for the omission.
James Joyce's Ulysses - Who cares?
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Helping others help themselves
I'm outraged that the library
staff has fixed the photocopiers
so that they don't give free copies when you eject your
copycard before the copy is complete. Now I have to pay 10
cents per copy! Does this mean
actually have to buy books
now instead of photocopying
them in their entirety and getting a refund?
Signed,
Study Carrel Catastrophe
Dear Carrel,
Don't be silly. There are still
plenty of ways, both legal and
illegal, to get around having to
buy books at the UPS Bookstore.
First, there's the traditional, Legal

Method of checking out the
library's copy. The drawback to
this method is that you have to
renew the book every other week.
The Illegal Library Method is to
actually return the book the day
after you check it out. Then you
can grab it off the shelf again and
ask the friendly librarian to pass
the book around the turnstile for
you. The librarian will check to
make sure that the due date hasn't
expired yet and drop it into your
eager hands. Ta-da! Your name
has been cleared from the computer and you can return the book
at your leisure.
Similar to the Illegal Library
Method, is the Outright Fraud
Method. Go into the back of the

grab a book that's exactly like the
one you have at home. Then you
can go up to the cashier and get a
refund for a text that already belongs to the Bookstore.
What I recommend, however, is
to sign up for the Bookstore's new
Klepto Registration Program.
This was actually a policy innovated by UPS's last president, Fil
Fibbs, to help those faculty members who couldn't help but help
themselves. One P&G prof signed
up for the Bulging Backpack Program, which granted him full license to grab as much stuff as he
could carry and "put it on his tab.”
So head on out to the Bookstore
and sign up today. Cash in on a
resource just waiting to be tapped.

bookstore, receipt in hand, and

Think of it as a student loan.

If your toast always lands
butter-side down, and a cat
always lands on its feet,
zvhat happens when you
drop a buttered cat?
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Pro/Con:Owning
PRO: 24-hour Taco Bell access.
PRO: "Wanna ride in my l000ve
wagon?"
PRO: Portland flings.
PRO: Makes car washes much
more enjoyable.
PRO: Getting out of Tacoma.
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CON: "Hey, are you going to
Puyallup anytime soon?"
CON: Getting designated.
CON: "Looks like we'll have to
replace the whole dam door."
CON: Helping friends move.
CON: Coming back to Tacoma.

"The Combat Zone" is intended as a satirical work and, as such, has
been set off from the rest of this paper. Resemblences to any person,
place, thing or other entity without satirical intent are strictly
coincidental.

The Trail: A Coney Island of the Mind.
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